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Abstract 
Tourism industry has a lot of contribution for local community/destination, in reverse, 
increase negative impacts, if not managed in sustainable way. This study focused on the 
contribution of Ethiopian Orthodox Tewahido Church (EOTC) for sustainable tourism 
development and it’s challenges. To achieve the objectives of the study, descriptive research 
design was used. Both quantitative and qualitative data was collected. Regarding to source of 
information, the study used both primary and secondary data on selected samples after 
observation of heritages. This study used purposive and convenience sampling techniques 
from subjects. Among hundred eighty (180) respondents: thirty (30) tour guide, one hundred 
twenty (120) local communities, thirteen (30) tourists used as sample size. In addition to this, 
the thesis used semi structured interview with twenty (20) interviewees: 14 Church leaders, 3 
professionals, and 3 Gondar city culture and tourism office employees. The types were both 
open ended and close ended type of questionnaire.  
The researcher surveyed and discussed about the issue of Economic contribution for local 
community direct and indirect way. Also, EOTC has socio-cultural contribution for Local. 
Furthermore it has environmental contribution for local community and sustainable tourism 
development by foresting every Church.  
The study revealed about theft and illicit trafficking of heritages, management problem, 
globalization, lack of awareness, lack of skilled manpower, lack of coordination with 
stakeholder and weak promotional works. Furthermore, this study found that; lack of 
concentration from the scholars, government bodies and researchers as one of the great 
challenges. For these reasons, most of Gondar city EOTC heritages are destroying and 
tearing, According to this study most of local communities and some scholars have negative 
attitudes for carnival which is preparing in Gonder city with Epiphany and most of younger 
part is follower of western culture. Finally, expertly recommendations are proided.  
Key terms: EOTC, Gondar, Sustainable Tourism development and stakeholders. 
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Chapter one 
1. Introduction 
1.1. Back ground of study 
In this World every activity has positive and negative impacts, if not manage in sustainable 
way it create a problem or the negative impact is high. As a result, tourism as one of the 
human activities has its own negative and positive impact. If manage in sustainable way it 
will be more profitable.  
According to Haward in 2003 description of heritage, “many of the people, amateur and 
professional, who are lovers of heritage, however they choose to define it, and who may 
spend prodigious amounts of time and money in conserving it and even interpreting it to 
others”. Throughout the world and through the ages of human societies have created a vast 
heritage associated to their religious beliefs and practices or their acknowledgement of the 
sacred character of their surrounding natural world (Bumbaru, 2011). 
In the 21st century in search of values, religious and spiritual tourism can represent a great 
opportunity for men and women in all faiths, philosophies and religions. Thus, being the case 
in order to make it possible for the more numerous strata of the population to have access to 
it, its sustainable development should be pursued (UNWTO, 2007). 
 United Nation World Tourism Organization (UNWTO) defined sustainable tourism as 
“tourism that takes full account of its current and future economic, social and environmental 
impacts, addressing the needs of visitors, the industry, and the environment and host 
communities (UNWTO, 2005). 
Concept of sustainable development is widely accepted among important tourism 
organizations, both international and national. The idea of sustainable tourism has been 
recognized at many international levels. As an approach sustainable tourism should result 
with environmental, social and economical benefits to all types of tourism (Lazano-Oyola 
and et al., 2012 as cited in Durovic and Lovrentjev, 2014). 
If no well managed religious sites it will be costly. In related to this Ermias found that in 
2013, in as much has its positive impacts, religious tourism has also negative impact on 
economy, social and environmental aspects of the host country.” According to Andereck and 
et al, 2005; as cited in Ermias, 2013 local residence could have positive attitude towards 
tourism if they obtain benefit from tourism otherwise they perceived negatively. As a result 
they are no more supporter of tourism development in the destination.  
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Religious sustainable tourism is becoming internationalized; whereas this kind of tourism 
was previously a large domestic phenomenon, it now involves different nationalities and even 
in certain destinations (UNWTO, 2007).  
The spectacular development of religious tourism destinations over the past thirty years has 
allowed pilgrimages to regain the prominence they enjoyed in the past, making it possible for 
religious gatherings to attract tens of millions of persons and for pilgrimage routes and 
religious itineraries to once again play their role as links among peoples and nations. But 
lifestyles have changed, and many modern pilgrimages are now motivated by secular 
education, culture and touristic purposes (UNWTO, 2007).  
Now a day’s more than 920 million tourists are travelling all over the world, it’s further 
estimated by WTO that international tourist arrivals worldwide would reach 1.5 billion by the 
2020. When the number of tourists increasing for religious heritage, it has its own 
contribution for economy, socio-culture and environment benefit. Additionally, in support to 
this Assayew in 2014 describe the situation, “The benefits of religious sustainable tourism are 
not to be judged in terms of economic benefits alone. Also has wider implications 
encompassing not only economic benefits but also social and cultural benefits as well.” 
Furthermore, Cohen in 1984 found that, interaction of religious tourist with local community 
gives change in terms of way of life, value system, labor division, family relationship, 
attitudes, behavioral pattern, ceremony and creative expression. 
It is known that all over the world for its religious significance, the destination attracts 
approximately, 18-20 million visitors domestic and international per annual, daily around 
40000 to 50000 tourists to religious sites (Patel, 2010). From this number of tourists and 
generating income not only contribute developed country rather than developing countries.  
This concept is supported by UNWTO in 2007 in this way, religious sustainable tourism 
development is practiced to a considerable degree not only in the developed countries, but 
also in developing countries in as disposable income allows the upper and middle class to 
travel.  
The Abyssinia has their legends, which they also illustrate on their Church walls and to make 
an Abyssinian band suitable to escort a great man or perform at a religious festival (Bent, 
1896).  
The Ethiopian Orthodox Church which has been thoroughly indigenized in the course of a 
nearly two-thousand year long history of Christianity, attained the status known as 
Ethiopianism, which is almost accepted as a contribution to African cultural nationalism and 
particularism based on a self-conscious cultivation of African indigenous values and attitudes 
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(Getnet,1998).“The Ethiopian Orthodox Tewahido Church is not only one of the oldest 
churches in the world but also it is renowned for its tangible and intangible resources which 
have been preserved for centuries under the wisdom and intelligence of Church fathers” 
(Belay, 2013).  
Also Elene and Getu, found that in 2012, “the Ethiopian Orthodox Church, which is credited 
with safeguarding a significant share of the country’s movable and immovable cultural 
heritage.” 
Thus, now a day Ethiopian Orthodox Tewahido Church, expand the tourist season of the 
destination, provide cultural and educational opportunities, foster a feeling of community 
pride, help conserve sensitive natural, social and cultural environments, and contribute to 
sustainable tourism development. 
Ethiopian Orthodox Tewahido Church can lengthen tourist seasons, extend peak season or 
introduce a “new season” into a community events such as observe museum objects, to see 
literature and architectural art, Churches forest and festivals. This is also not only serving to 
attract tourists but also help to develop or maintain a community or regional identity. 
1.2. Statements of the Problem 
The main intention of tourist destination is to maximize the economic, socio cultural and 
environmental benefits and minimizing drawbacks associated with tourism. To accomplish 
these objectives, destination managers should understand the potential positive and negative 
impacts of tourism.  
There are many reasons why tourism is seen as a vital tool for tourist destination countries in 
economic, socio culture and environment streams (DA, 2001; as cited in Teshale, 2010). 
So, Ethiopian Orthodox Tewahido Church gives valuable benefits to the societies as a whole, 
such as preserve and promote cultural and natural heritages, creates good image by festivals, 
literature and Art, and forest are still visible in EOTC Gondar city and all over country.  
Even though EOTC’s heritages are lacked attention.  The number of tourists and generating 
income from it is increasing from time to time in Gondar city. In addition, the potential 
benefits of these heritages are not being utilized environmentally, economically and socio-
culturally for sustainable tourism development at its maximum level. 
It is also factual that, EOTC have plenty of tourism products resulting in opportunity to have 
numerous types of tourism which in turn results in attracting tourists with varied purposes. 
However, these tourist attractions are not properly conserved, developed, marketed as well as 
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promoted. Visitors are not properly handled there by benefit the poor and local community at 
large, while keeping the natural and cultural attractions in sustainable way. 
Ethiopian Orthodox Tewahido Church is rich in terms of both natural and cultural heritages. 
But, the different concerned bodies (like, Gondar city culture and tourism office, researchers, 
scholars and Gondar city tour guides) were does’t given attention for conservation and proper 
use of heritages. 
Tourist can be a profitable source of revenue for a destination.  But, it can have major 
negative impacts on it. The impacts vary according to the number and the nature of tourists as 
well as the characteristics of the site at which tourism activities take place. These negative 
impacts can only be managed effectively, if they have been identified, measured and 
evaluated (UNESCO, ND).  
Cultural change is an unavoidable, natural part of human culture; the sudden and forced 
changes that tourism often brings can cause the complete breakdown of a society and may 
consequentially cause the loss of entire cultural tradition. Socio-cultural impacts of tourism 
are often hard to identify or to measure and a subject of personal value judgments (UNESCO, 
ND).  
Commoditization of tangible and intangible heritages can be seen as violating spiritual 
customs, humiliation and commercialization of culture, removal of meanings and values 
associated with traditional customs and practices. 
Many churches in urban areas of Ethiopia have tourism potentials, but the result is the 
Controversy, like the habit of begging from followers to donors. Even this generation, 
especially younger is followers of westernizations. Thus, Ethiopian Orthodox Tewahido 
Church is assumed as backwardness or source of anti civilization.  
From Governmental bodies there are misunderstanding about Ethiopian Orthodox Tewahido 
Church heritages. They assumed as the heritage are the only EOTC heritages rather than 
wealth of country and some of governmental bodies are lacks awareness about heritages 
conservation and lack of skilled manpower. Assume preparing of Ethiopia in Gondar 
Carnival’ (MICE tourism) celebration together with the festival of Timket (Epiphany). This 
activity creates controversy understanding from local community and visitors. For example, 
during 2011 and 2012 was originate from the fear of the local people and the Ethiopian 
Orthodox Church that the celebration of the carnival will challenge the authenticity of 
spiritual values of Timket. 
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In addition, there are different factors that hinder the maximum contribution of Ethiopian 
Orthodox Tewahido Church’s heritages that means environmental, economic and socio 
cultural benefits. But scholars and researchers were mostly concentrated for Fasil Castle or 
well known heritages sites. For example Firdyiwek in 2012, concentrate on impact of world 
heritages site and Fasil in 2013 observed challenges of cultural heritages. 
The researchers or scholars had given attention for potentials, challenges, history of Gondar, 
and opportunities about heritage but not connected with sustainable tourism and also did not 
identify about contribution of EOTC heritages specifically. Thus, this study was fulfilled the 
above explained gap by discussed details about contribution and challenges of EOTC for 
sustainable tourism development. 
Furthermore, Church servants have lack of awareness about sustainable tourism, lack of 
skilled manpower and heritages conservation, lack of coordination among stakeholders, 
globalization, management problem, prohibited of heritages conservation by UNESCO, and 
heretic were other challenges in EOTC. As a result, that is why the core aspects of this study 
emphasize on described the contribution and challenges of EOTC for sustainable tourism 
development in Gondar city. 
1.3. Objectives of the study 
1.3.1. General Objectives 
The general objective of the study is to identify the challenges, and contribution of the EOTC 
for the tourism sustainable development in Gondar city. 
1.3.2. Specific Objectives 
1. To assess the significant of EOTC for sustainable tourism development.  
2. To identify the challenges of EOTC in Gondar city for sustainable tourism 
development. 
1.4. Research Questions 
This research answered the following questions. 
1. What are the significant of EOTC for sustainable tourism development? 
2. What are challenges of EOTC in Gondar city for sustainable tourism development? 
1.5. Significance of the Study 
The result of the thesis will help the concerned bodies (like, EOTC, tour guides, Gondar city 
culture and tourism office, UNESCO, local community, researchers and scholars) to 
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understand how the EOTC can be contribute for sustainable tourism development and what 
are challenges to sustainable tourism development in Gondar city. 
In the EOTC, there are factors affecting internal and external Challenges, for instance, way of 
weak promotion, negative impact of tourists, lack of awareness about sustainable tourism, 
problem of heritages conservation. Thus, this study will fill these problems and recommened 
what should be done.  
Furthermore, Church faced Management problem, lack of skilled manpower, lack of 
coordination with stakeholders and UNESCO prohibited of heritages maintain as wanted 
form and heretic idealist challenges. Hence; those challenges are limited contribution of 
EOTC tourism resources. Therefore, it is hoped that the stakeholders in Gondar city diocese 
and Churches, Gondar city culture and tourism administration, UNESCO, tour guide and 
local community will take all the necessary measure to overcome the challenges by this study 
considering the findings and recommendations.  
In addition, it will serve as a reference for future researchers and for policy and decision 
makers. This study will be become an input in developing religious sustainable tourism of 
Ethiopia in general and in the particular study area. 
Finally, this study will help to aware the stakeholders on how can to be involved, contribute 
environmental, socio cultural and economic benefit aspect in EOTC. 
1.6. Scope of the Study 
The study covers EOTC which are specifically found in Gondar city. In Ethiopia, there are 
different types of EOTC heritages (Museums, Festivals, Literature and Art, and Forest) which 
are giving benefits for local community in sustainable way.  
The study emphasized on the contributions of EOTC for sustainable tourism development in 
Gondar city. In addition, the study assessed challenges faced the Church of the study area. 
1.7. Organization of the Thesis 
The study organized in five chapters. Each section is briefly described. Chapter one: deals 
with the problem and its background, statement of the problem, general objective, specific 
objectives, research question, and significance of the study, definition of key terms and 
general organization of the study. Chapter two, discussed about the literature review that 
encompasses definitions of concepts, empirical review of literatures related to contribution of 
sustainable tourism development like what are contributions of EOTC, what are challenges 
for EOTC, and conceptual framework. Chapter three, describe the methodology, research 
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design, determination of sample size, sampling design, subjects, instruments, data gathering 
procedures, and data processing method. Chapter four, discuss about the discussion of the 
findings of the study, Socio cultural, economic environment contribution and were assessed 
challenges for EOTC. Finally, present conclusion and recommendations of the study. 
1.8 Problems and Limitations of thesis 
The study faced problems to conduct this thesis, especially during information gathered were 
Limitation of time to find necessary sources, financial problem, poor internet connection, 
luck of availability of literature in the study area, unwillengless to shown heritages by Church 
servants and uninteresting of respond correct answers.  
1.9. Operational defination 
Sustainable Tourism Development: A form of tourism in which tourism provokes the 
social, cultural and economical and environmental benefits for the cur-rent society while 
maintaining the all benefits of the future with no com-promising. 
Tourist: A person who travel to another destination for non-remunerating activities.  
Heritage: The history traditions and qualities that a country or society has had for many 
years and that are considered an important part of its character. 
Conservation: The act of preventing something from being lost, wasted, damaged or 
destroyed. 
Atse: Means title of Ethiopian king‘s 
Demonstration effects/acculturation: a person or group of people through contact with 
another culture. 
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CHAPTER TWO 
2. Literature Review 
In this part of the thesis, the researcher reviewed related literatures, related studies and related 
readings which have direct or indirect relevance for this particular study. 
The purpose of this review of literature is to find out the similarities and differences of the 
past studies and to fulfill gab. 
2.1 Principles of Religious Sustainable Tourism 
Sustainable tourism development requires the informed participation of all relevant 
stakeholders, as well as strong political leadership to ensure wide participation and consensus 
building. Achieving sustainable tourism is a continuous process and it requires constant 
monitoring of impacts, introducing the necessary preventive and/or corrective measures 
whenever necessary (World Tourism Organization, 2004). 
Sustainable tourism should also maintain a high level of tourist satisfaction and ensure a 
meaningful experience to the tourists, raising their awareness about sustainability issues and 
promoting sustainable tourism practices amongst them (World Tourism Organization, 2004). 
Elements should be taken into consideration for the sustainable development of religious 
tourism:  
A. the measurement and the management of the flow of persons during mega-events,                
B. the maintenance and rehabilitation of religious and cultural monuments,                                                   
C. the environmental protection of natural sites where large religious events are held,                                
D. pilgrimage routes and itineraries and the health and safety of persons,                                                   
E. the effective use of new information and communication technologies, and                                                   
F. the promotion and marketing of new products and services related to this kind of tourism 
(UNWTO, 2007). 
In other hand, Citrinot in 2007 found that, religious tourism is categorized into three main 
streams: Firstly: visits to a temple or place for the purpose of praying or paying homage or 
performing religious rites when staying nearby, and secondly: Visits of religious monuments 
and object as part of a sight-seeing tour. Heritage, architecture, history and art are the main 
motivations. At the end part, visits to religious sites involving religious activities such as 
spiritual retreat, festivals or religious teachings. Also Blackwell (2007), discussed about 
classification of religious tourist attraction, how to develop religious tourism and how to 
manage conflict interest at destination.  
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2.2. Religious tourist attraction 
According to UNWTO (ND) estimates that, 300 to 330 million tourists visit the World’s key 
religious sites every year, with approximately 600 million national and international religious 
voyages in the world. Being key tourism destinations, religious heritages sites not only drive 
international tourism and economical growth but also provide important meeting grounds for 
visitors and local communities, making vital contribution to tolerance, respect and mutual 
understanding between different cultures. 
Addition to these also Sauzek in 2015 define this way, “Tourists traveling for religious 
purposes are the person to leave the country of residence for a period of not more than six 
months to visit the holy places and religious centers. Under the religious tourism should 
understand the activities related to the provision of services and the needs of tourists traveling 
to the holy places and religious centers are outside their usual environment. Religious tourism 
is divided into two main types: Pilgrim tourism; in pilgrim tourism stands spiritual pilgrim 
tourism and Religious tourism excursions and cognitive orientation.” 
Additionally SIGA in 2012 expressed about contribution of religious heritages in this way, 
“religious tourism can be defined as travel with the core motive of experiencing religious 
forms, or the products they induce, like art, culture, traditions and architecture”. In other hand 
Sauzek in 2015 explain about religious travelers in this way, “religious tourism excursion-
cognitive orientation involves visiting religious centre’s, in which tourists will be able to see 
the religious objects existing religious monuments, museums, attend worship services, 
participate in the Church processions, meditations and other religious events”.  
2.3. Contribution to the Dialogue among Religions, Cultures and Civilizations 
Religious heritage sites have an immeasurable value, both inherent and as a source of public 
education, identity and pride. Their integrity and authenticity must be conserved, so that the 
values they represent are available to current and future generations (López, 2014). 
An increasing number of tourists visit these sites for a range of other reasons, mainly cultural 
or educational (Sharpley & Sundaram, 2005). As a matter of fact, for many, religious tourism 
is part of a broader cultural tourism unlocking the potential of religious tourism in Turkey 
(Rinschede, 1992; Swarbrooke, 1999).  
Pilgrimage shrines which have strong religious significance but have little else to attract 
secular tourists, and Shrines that attract both pilgrims and more secular tourists because the 
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site is also attractive from a historical, artistic or scenic perspective, also Sites where the main 
attraction is represented by religious festivals(Nolan, 1992). 
The “new” religious tourists are also more likely to visit other tourist objectives while in the 
area and also make more use of the local hotels, restaurants or local transport which 
recommends religious tourism as an important economic sector especially for those regions 
that lack other opportunities for development. Every year an estimated 300 million people, 
motivated by religion, travel across the world (Rundquist, 2010). In the USA alone religious 
tourism is involving 4.5 million people but this number is expected to double by 2012 (ibid). 
It is understandable then why more and more countries are seeing the development of 
religious tourism as an important provider of jobs and income (Rundquist, 2010; as cited in 
Egresi. and,” eta l”, 2012). This idea also supported by (Citrinot, 2007; as cited in Benson, 
2013). 
50,000 churches in the United States are engaged in religious travel programs and 25% of 
American travelers said they were currently interested in taking a spiritual vacation (Benson, 
2013). Also in north-East Romania Religious tourism is driving force of economic 
development (Pohoaţă, and. Eta l”, 2013).  
2.4. Religious heritages for STD (Socio-Cultural, Economic, Environmental) 
contribution 
Most studies that measured specifically the impacts of pilgrimage tourism agree that sacred 
destinations are strongly affected by the stream of pilgrimage tourists visiting them 
(Monisha.2000). 
if manage destinations sustainable way, the religious institutions, holy sites are often 
surrounded by religiously orientated businesses and facilities, such as souvenir shops, travel 
agencies, hotels and even hospitals, providing employment for the host community 
(Murray.2002; as cited in AJMR, 2012). In particular, the sale of religious souvenir items, for 
example sacred water, icon and candles (Peter, 2005; as cited in AJMR, 2012). 
According to UNESCO in ND, the experience of locals with tourists that appreciate local 
cultures, show interest and valuation of traditions and cultures goods and enjoy is being with 
locals can increase the sense of regional identity and pride 
Creaco, found that in 2003, about Sustainable tourism in this way, “Sustainable tourism has 
three interconnected aspects: environmental, socio-cultural, and economic. Sustainability 
implies permanence, so sustainable tourism includes optimum use of resources, including 
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biological diversity; minimization of ecological, cultural and social impacts; and 
maximization of benefits for conservation and local communities”.  
This idea supported by UNTWO in 2011 in this way, “sustainable tourism as tourism that 
takes full account of its current and future economic, social and environmental impacts, 
addressing the needs of visitors, the industry, the environment and host communities”. 
Most studies that measured specifically the impacts of pilgrimage tourism agree that sacred 
destinations are strongly affected by the stream of pilgrimage tourists visiting them (Monisha, 
2000). 
The Proposes a model of the dynamics of pilgrimage tourism, which is allows us to further 
understand the interaction between pilgrimage tourists and host community and the 
associated impacts. As depicted there is both an immediate impact on the hosts ‘environment 
due to the direct contact of the visitors with the religious institutions, and also an indirect 
impact on the local economy and the society (Monisha, 2000). 
First and most obvious impact of pilgrimage tourism is through the visits to the religious site 
and the visitor‘s contact with the religious institutions. However, apart from the religious 
institutions, holy sites are often surrounded by religiously orientated businesses and facilities, 
such as souvenir shops, travel agencies, hotels and even hospitals, providing employment for 
the host community (Murray, 2002). In particular, the sale of religious souvenir items, for 
example sacred water (Peter, 2005) icons and candles (Priya, 2001) or other religious things 
(Rajendra, 2002) brings in considerable revenue, as is the case in Assisi in Italy and Lourdes 
in France (Rajendra, 2002; as cited in AJMR, 2012). 
moreover religious heritages creates Positive socio-cultural impacts According to UNESCO, 
(ND), One motive for travelling is the desire to interact with people and to get to know 
foreign cultures. The economic revenues of tourism can facilitate the reduction of emigration 
through the creation of jobs and improving the local population's income.  
Tourism, when managed sustainably, can strengthen local communities, it can bring the idea 
of new strategies and concepts of community administration and regional planning to a 
region. The participative approach of sustainable tourism can encourage the civic 
involvement and increase the pride of the local population. Tourism can also increase the 
chances of education and job training because it demands qualified staff for tourism 
businesses (UNESCO, ND).   
In addition the historic churches and monasteries with architectural and artistic importance 
and enormous sacred objects, most of the churches and monasteries of EOTC is also still an 
important centre of biodiversity and breading base for a number of bird species. 
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The EOTC has a long history of conservation of forest resources in addition to its religious 
activities. Although the main propose of churches is as places for worship, burials and 
mediating religious festivals, they also provide valuable, often unique and secured habitats 
for plants and animals, and green spaces for people (Alemayehu, 2007). Also Ertiban in 2012 
found that in this way, “there were various types of trees in and around the Churchyard. 
However, today due to age and cutting off, their number and types is decreasing at increasing 
rate. Wanza, Warka and Weira are among the major old aged trees of Kidist Bethlehem 
Mariam Church.” 
2.5. Impacts of tourism on Religious sites 
In as much has its positive impacts, religious tourism has also negative impact on economy, 
social and environmental aspects of the host country. Religious tourism is very prone to 
negative social impacts such as violation of rules (Rinschede, 1992; as cited in AJMR, 2012). 
Because, as show there is both an immediate impact on the hosts ‘environment due to the 
direct contact of the visitors with the religious institutions, and also an indirect impact on the 
local economy and the society. First and most obvious impact of pilgrimage tourism is 
through the visits to the religious site and the visitor‘s contact with the religious institutions 
(Murray.2002; as cited in AJMR, 2012). 
Vuconic (1998) explains how that, discovery of a holy shrine in 1981 resulted in a sudden 
growth of private accommodation and in land price inflation. Since, many religious sites 
receive many tourist/pilgrims on some occasions like festivals, negative impact during this 
time is huge as compared to other times. Also Camamba in 2003 explains some of the 
negative impacts include: leakage, degradation, violation of rules and regulations, conflict 
between community and tourist/pilgrims etc  
According to Brohman, 1996; as cited in Erimias in 2013 mentioned that, negative impacts of 
tourism faced in developing countries as; Some of the short coming third world faces include: 
wider fluctuating earning due to factors such as global recessions and the seasonality of 
tourism in some places; environmental destruction, often involving the irretrievable loss of 
nonrenewable resources and foundation assets; and rising alienation among the local 
population because of problems such as increasing crime, overcrowding and overloaded 
infrastructures, pollution and other environmental impacts. Addition to those problem it has 
other face, Tourism acts as a crucial enabler in facilitating development of basic 
infrastructural facilities, generates income for the local community as well as the government, 
balances regional development strategies through 'umbrella' effect, and fosters peace and 
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socio-cultural harmony. However, tourism development in any region needs to be regulated 
to prevent the negative impacts. Major problems include: 
Infringement of carrying capacity: most religious centers in the country, major or minor, 
suffer from short but intense seasons that alter the dynamics of the region for the rest of the 
year (SIGA, 2012). Also this idea supported UNWTO in 2010a in this way, harmful effects 
on biodiversity – as well as the erosion of coral reefs, coastal wetlands, forests, arid and semi-
arid ecosystems and mountainous areas  
Kim in 2002 explains about the problem of solid waste in this way, “The tourism industry 
produces large quantities of waste products. Hotels, airlines, attractions and other related 
businesses that serve tourists throw away tons of garbage a year”. 
The problem seems to be particularly troublesome in third world countries with less 
sophisticated solid waste management programs and technologies. Addition to this idea, 
United Nations Environment Programme, observed that in 2013 in this way, “considerable 
impacts of waste and local wastewater; for example, it is commonplace for hotels to 
discharge untreated sewage directly into the sea.” 
SIGA, in 2012 observed details about impacts of tourism for Air pollution: this way, the 
sheer volume of travel in this niche makes the figures mind boggling.  
Monetizing religion: in the race for developing as many niches as possible, there is often the 
issue of religion being 'monetized', as the host community gets increasingly driven by the 
'profit motive. As well United Nations Environment Programme in 2013 supported this idea, 
rising greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions – including significant emissions from transportation 
(e.g. aviation and road transport) and accommodation (e.g. from air-conditioning and heating 
systems. 
According to SIGA in 2012 found that, Lack of scrutiny of religious trusts: there is a need to 
put forward regulations which governs the financial status and regulation of religious trusts as 
it looks to allay global concerns about money laundering and terrorist financing activities .( 
Obviously water problem is great problem any time, when added tourists the problem is 
highly this idea is supported by United Nations Environment Programme in 2013, this way, 
Water consumption – increased pressure on already diminished water resources; in some 
regions, tourism can compete with other sectors for water such as agriculture and the 
subsistence needs of local populations. 
From tourism benefits all local communities other ways occur interest of conflicts each other. 
This idea is make clear United Nations Environment Programme in 2013, in this way, 
increased conflicts with local communities – arising from failure to incorporate biodiversity 
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concerns into destination planning, investment and benefit sharing; and threats to cultural 
integrity – arising from unplanned (no prior consent or participation) and unmanaged 
tourism. 
Kim, 2002 give details about tourism impact of for Cost of living like so: negative tourism 
impacts caused by an increase in the price of goods and services have been perceived by 
residents. Tourism increases traffic congestion and crowdedness in the public area, and brings 
social problems. Also this person elaborates these impacts of tourism this way, tourism 
contributes to social ills such as begging, gambling, drug trafficking, and prostitution, as well 
as the uprooting of traditional society, and causes deterioration of the traditional culture and 
customs of host countries. Furthermore added this scholar, another common theme in tourism 
resident attitude is that of crowding and congestion, especially focused on traffic 
inconveniences. 
Furthermore, salingaros in 2002 observed impact of anti architecture in this way, “anti 
architecture and religion in wanting to explain a cultural mystery, why the world renounced 
emotionally-nourishing buildings and instead embraced buildings that literally make us ill— 
one comes up against severe obstacles”. 
2.6. Some Treasure of Ethiopian Orthodox Tewahido Church 
A. Traditional Painting 
Painting is the creation of a single work art on two dimensional surfaces the word is used for 
the work created. Painting is automatically different from sculpture. Sculpture, three 
dimensional representations are prohibited in EOTC tradition. The painting of the EOTC 
have exceptional characteristic such us wicked personalities are depicted merely one eyed 
(Abebaw, 2002; Bahiru, 1998; Mengistu, 2008).  
Ethiopian paintings are characterized by Biblical themes and figures. Angles, evangelists, 
saints, martyrs and other biblical personalities are the subjects of painting in Ethiopia. Of all 
these biblical personalities the Virgin Mary occupies a very prominent place in Ethiopian 
painting. The extreme veneration attributed to St. Mary finds its expression in many ways; for 
instance, some pictures depict St. Mary as a delicate and modest young girl, while others 
show her as a strong, mature women and protector of the Ethiopian people (Adamu and 
Belaynesh, ND) and for more information read, Hamilton in 2011 and Sergew and Tadesse in 
1970 studies. 
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B. Manuscripts 
Religious manuscripts in Ethiopia are themselves work of art both for the beauty of their 
parchment pages and carful hand lettering and for the amount of detail in the illustrations. 
The art of manuscript creation dates back the dawn of Christianity when religious texts in 
Greek, Arabic and Coptic more first translated in Ge’ez (Javier and Dulce, 2004; Christia, 
2002 as cited in Ertiban, 2012). 
The text is inscribed not in its original Greek, but in Ge’ez, the ancient liturgical language of 
Ethiopia. Ge’ez is one of the world’s oldest writing systems and is the foundation of today’s 
Amharic, Ethiopia’s national language (Clarke, 2006). 
The Gospels were considered among the most holy of Christian texts by the Ethiopian 
Orthodox Church. Such manuscripts were often commissioned by wealthy patrons for 
presentation as gifts to churches. While the text demonstrated the erudition of its monastic 
creator, the elaborate ornamentation reflected the prestige of the benefactors. Many works of 
Ethiopian art were destroyed by Islamic incursions during the sixteenth century, making this 
manuscript a rare savor (Clarke, 2006).  
The paintings and pictures found in various manuscripts and on the walls in churches, afford 
the viewer a moral lesson and religious instruction. As they communicate their message 
clearly they are a way of acquainting the faithful with the teachings of Christ, the history and 
teachings of the Church, the lives and Acts of the Apostles. All this of course is in addition to 
the purely aesthetic role they fulfill as objects of beauty and decoration (Adamu and 
Belaynesh, ND).  
C. Crosses 
The EOTC most frequently uses the sign of the cross. Cross is one of the most important of 
the Ethiopian Church emblems which symbolizes the salvation through the crucifixion of 
Lord Jesus Christ on the cross. Crosses may in the form of processional cross. Hand crosses 
and pendant crosses may be made from Bronze, Gold, Silver and Wood (Javier and Dulce, 
2004; Christia, 2002 as cited in Ertiban, 2012). 
D. Vestments 
Vestments are blessed by the Church and are the uniform of the priests when on duty 
exercising their functions and which they received at their ordination (Maria and Bob, 2007 
us cited in Ertiban, 2012) and this idea is supported by Aymro and Motovu in 1970.  
There are various vestments worn by the priests at mass ceremony: the Alb (Qmis); the cuffs 
(Akman); the Girdle (Zinar) the Chasuble (Quba Lanqa), the stole (Metahet, and the Cap 
(Qob). The Bishop, in addition to the priest’s garments uses a crown and pastoral staff ending 
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in two entwined serpents with a cross between them and carries a small hand cross with 
which to bless the people. Also wears pectoral cross and medals. Deacon as well wears the 
stole, the mire and the long tunic corresponding Alb (Ertiban, 2012). 
E. Ornament 
Ornament- the EOTC has variety of liturgical ornaments, which held attention grabbing 
messages education. Highly decorated parasols boast colorful brocades reminiscent of 
Solomonic periods, often edged with Gold fringe; Rich crowns, bequeathed by king to the 
Churches, Range from single tiaras or diadems to detailed gold crowns; and the wide spread 
use incense in all the celebrations has also led to the creation of exquisite censers the aroma is 
exotic and enticing (Maria and Bob, 2007 as cited in Ertiban, 2012).  
F. Church Bells 
Church Bells is useful not only for surrounding the faithful to religious services, but also for 
giving an alarm when danger threatens. The ball is used for many purposes at the death of 
certain person to remind the faithful of the Christian duty of praying for his eternal repose 
during mass, at consecration, procession, distribution of the Holy Communion to the faithful 
or taking Holy Communion to the sick (Ertiban, 2012). 
G. Traditional schools 
The educational system in Ethiopia has been profoundly molded by the past. Traditional 
education derives its distinctive character from the unique Christian heritage of the country. 
The church school system has been the instrument that has preserved the traditional learning 
of Ethiopia and conveyed it faithfully to succeeding generations. The priests and Church 
scholars who are the bearers and propagators of traditional learning have themselves been 
formed in the church school system. For, in spite of the inevitable changes taking place in 
Ethiopia with the steady expansion of modern secular education in the present century, 
church schools still play an active part in the Ethiopian educational scene. 
The church school system has the following school of thoughts: Nebab Bet (school of 
reading) Qedasse Bet (Liturgy school), Zema Bet (school of music), Aquaquam Bet (School 
of Swaying), Quene Bet (Poetry school) and Metsehaf Bet (School of book) (Mezmur, 2011). 
Also the Church traditional School system is supported by Sylvia 1955 and Sergew in 1972. 
2.7. Heritages of the study area 
Gondar is famous for its many medieval castles and the design and decoration of its churches. 
This medieval royal city is composed of different tourist attractions such as the royal 
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compound, the monastery of Debre Birhan Silassie, the bath of Emperor Fasiledes, Qusquam 
complex, Ras Gimb and other public and private buildings (Firdyiwok, 2012). 
 
Gondar city is noted centre of ecclesiastical learning of the Ethiopian Orthodox Tewahido 
Church, and known for having 44 churches, for many years more than any other settlement in 
Ethiopia. 
Figure 2.1. the Early Gondarian period: Church foundation and endowments 
Source: Map by Crummey Doald, 2000 
Modern city of Gondar is popular as a tourist attraction for its many picturesque ruins in the 
royal enclosure, which from the emperor once reigned. The most famous building in the city 
lie in the royal enclosures, which include Fasildes castle, Iyasu’s palace, Dawite’s hall, 
banqueting hall, stables Mentewab’s castle, a chancellery, library and three churches. Near 
the city lie Fasiledes’ both homes to an annual ceremony where it is blessed and then opened 
for bathing.  
Thus heritages are attracting so many tourists time to time, “Gondar City have historical, 
natural and religious attractions. Fasil Ghebbi, Fasil Bath, Churches of Debre Birhan Selassie 
and Qusquam are the four attractions within the territory of Gondar City (ZESMAN 
consultancy, 2012). After the Jesuits missionaries had been expelled by Emperor Fasiledes, 
the church started to recognize itself once again. Besides the palaces, hundreds of new church 
buildings were established throughout the country by efforts of emperors, starting from the 
time of his coronation (Lule, 2010).                                                                                                                             
A. Debre Birhan Silassie church 
In the city there are a number of Churches and miniseries of which the most attractive one is 
Debre Birhan Silassie/Abbey of trinity light/Located just on the northern out skirt 
(communication media of Gondar city, 2013). 
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Located at about two Kilometers just north east of the royal compound, Debre Birhan Sellasie 
is the most amazing church among a number of churches and monasteries in the city.  
Debre Birhan Sellasie Church is situated at the top hill of Angereb watershed. It is higher 
than about 42 meter from the Fasile Ghebbi and located 12036’ 44.9” N latitude and 370 28’ 
49.4” E longitudes at 2258 meters above sea level (ANRS Culture and Tourism Bureau, 
2009).  
This Church was built during reign of Iyasu the great (Iyasu I) and it was round but the 
destroyed and the present church was reconstructed during Dawit III (communication media 
of Gondar city, 2013). 
It is adorned with Christian religious moral paintings of medieval times. The church is 
famous for especially for its fine frescoes; the ceiling and the wall with impressive biblical 
events that reflect the life of Jesus Christ, Saint Mary, the Saints and martyrs. It is the only 
Gondarine church that survived the attack of the Mahadists in 1880s (Mengistu, 2008). 
This church was founded by Iyasu I in the 1669s and the only Gondarian church escaped 
entirely untouched from the Mahadist war when the Dervish of Sudan attacked Gondar in the 
end 19th century. This is one of the most beautiful churches in Ethiopia (ANRS Culture, 
Tourism & Parks development Bureau, 2011). 
The sides of the walls of this church completely covered with paintings showing various 
scenes. The southern wall concentrates on the life of Jesus Christ, while the northern wall 
depicts various saints. 
The much- Photographed ceiling, decorate with painting of 80 angelic faces, is probably the 
most famous single example of ecclesiastical art in Ethiopia. The paintings are traditionally 
said to be the work of the 17the   century artists Aba Haile Meskel Weldu.  
The church lies about 1 km out of the town (ANRS Culture, Tourism & Parks development 
Bureau, 2011).  
The monastery of Debre-Birhan Sillassie, built during the reign of Iyasu I, is famous 
especially for its fine frescoes. The ceiling and the beams are painted with rows of winged 
angels and the wall with impressive biblical events that reflect the life of Christ, Mary, the 
Saints and martyrs. The church's compound is also a botanical garden rich with giant junipers 
and old olive trees on which birds of different species nest. At the back of the enclosure is a 
traditional school where famous clerics of the nation learn church music, writing and binding 
of parchments (ANRS Culture, Tourism & Parks development Bureau, 2011).  
Debre Birhan Silassie, the original church, which was not destroyed by the Mahadist war 
when the Dervish of Sudan attacked Gondar in the end of the 19th century, Debre Birhan 
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Silassie-'Trinity at the mount of light.' This is one of the most beautiful churches in Ethiopia. 
Debre Birhan is renowned for its magnificent ceiling; amusingly decorated with a marvelous 
painting of the winged heads of the 80 Ethiopian Cherubic Faces- all have slightly different 
expressions (Amhara National Regional State Bureau of Culture & Tourism, 2006). 
B. Qusquam Complex 
Founded by Empress Mintwab in the mid 18th century, the monastery of Qusquam and the 
ruined palace are situated to the west of the town at about three kilometers from the city 
center. It is located in 37’ 20.1’’ N latitude and 370 26’ 48.4’’ E longitudes elevated at 26 
2253masl. Topographically Qusquam complex is situated at hilltop of wooded land with 
modified shrub and remnant trees (ANRS Culture & Tourism Bureau, 2009).  
Founded by Empress Mintwab, the monastery of Qusquam and the ruined palace are situated 
to the west of the town at about three kilometers from the city center.  
Qusquam was the last flower of Gondar before glory of the city wilted due to court intrigues 
and destructive civil wars. Here visitors can see the old church ruined palace of the Empress, 
fine old manuscripts, skeletal remains of the Empress, her son Iyasu II and grandson Iyoas 
(ANRS Culture, Tourism & Parks development Bureau, 2011).  
 Qusquam complex comprises ruined places of empress Mentewab, Debre Tsehay Qusquam 
Church and museum for historical, cultural and religious heritages and scenic landscape and 
spectacular view point down to the south and south western side of the city. 
The skeleton remains of empress Mentewab, her son Emperor Iyasu II and grandson Emperor 
Iyoas and fine old Manuscripts with other cultural resources are kept in the newly established 
museum in the complex. 
Qusquam was the last flower of Gondar before glory of the city become weak due to 
destructive civil wars (Firdyiwok, 2012). This church and ruined palace are located about 
3km northwest of the town which overlooks the city of Gondar. To get there, drive or catch a 
minibus or Bajaj from Pizza to medical college, from where a road signpost to the right leads 
uphill to the church and ruined palace. It was built in the second half of the 18the century by 
Empress Mentewab who served for many years as regent for her young Son Iyasu II (ANRS 
Culture, Tourism & Parks development Bureau, 2011). 
Although in state of partial ruin, Kusquam makes for fascinating excursion from central 
Gondar. At the royal compound, visitors can visit the old church ruined palace of the 
Empress fine, old manuscripts and Skeleton remains of the Empress, her son Iyasu II and 
grandson Iyoas (ANRS Culture, Tourism & Parks development Bureau, 2011).  
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C. Yohannes church 
Located on the thoroughfare bisecting the town north-south, the church complex of Saint 
John the Baptist is enclosed by a circular wall and accessed through a gate in danger of 
collapse. At present the circular foundation of the collapsed church (ruined by the Dervishes) 
is covered in 28 grasses, with a cross on top. The most visible structure of the compound is 
the historic church storage, located south of the church and built in a castle-like shape with 
large towers. The storage and surrounding arcade are covered with a tin shed. The site and its 
immediate surrounding are planted with large trees (Firdyiwok, 2012). 
D. The Bath of Emperor Fasiledes 
Fasil bath is situated about 2 km from the center of the town to west direction along Gondar 
Bihar Dar road located at 120 37’ 03.7’’ N latitude and 370 27’ 25.3’’ E longitudes at 
2151masl (ANRS Culture & Tourism Bureau, 2009). 
It is a kilometer away to the west of the city. During the heyday of Gondar the bath had been 
used for sports and religious rites on the day of epiphany. But now it is employed only for the 
annual celebration of baptism. Nearby lays the tomb of Emperor Fasiladas' great horse, Zobil 
(ANRS Culture, Tourism & Parks development Bureau, 2011). 
It would see that at the time of its construction and during the hey-day of Gondar the Bath of 
Fasiledes was used for sport and pleasure, as well as for the religious ceremonial attendant on 
the annual festival of Epiphany and blessing of the water, which is held to the commemorate 
of the baptism of Christ in the river Jordan, one of the most important festival of Ethiopian 
Christian ecclesiastical year (Pankhurst, 1955).  
But now, it is employed only for the annual celebration of epiphany. It is filled with water 
from the nearby Keha River during the epiphany ceremony (Firdyiwok Abebe, 2012).  
The festival occurs on Jan 19 every year. On the eve at about 3 p.m. congregations of 
ecclesiastics carrying a Tabot /Ark/ and being accompanied by the faithful march to the 
baptismal bath of Fasiladas.  
Throughout the night the services will continue and on the morrow comes the brilliant scene 
of the festival. The bishop /Abun/ and his clerics appear to the edge of the baptismal pool and 
attendants of the rite will gather round waiting for spraying of the blessed water. The Abun 
blesses the water with processional cross and splashes it over the crowd who are waiting 
eagerly redemption of their sins.  
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Then comes the colorful return occasion during which the feast attains its zenith. Everybody 
feels full of life and sprits. The hymns from reverend clerics, the chanting and dancing of gay 
and beautiful girls, the heroic parade of handsome boys and of great men resonated 
throughout the streets of Gondar. At about 2 p.m. the processions will arrive at their 
respective churches and the feast will come to its end (ANRS Culture, Tourism & Parks 
development Bureau, 2011). 
The Bath of Fasilidas is another charming spot where the art of Gondar flows like the water 
of the pool surrounding the artistic central pavilion. Enclosed by a tall stone wall with six 
turrets, the pool is overlook by a two- storey building widely said to have been Fasilidas‘s 
second residences. You can walk out to the pool from the town centre; else take a local 
minibus or Bajaj. Entrance to the pool is included in the price for visiting the royal enclosure. 
It is about two kilometers away to the west of Fasilidas castle (ANRS Culture, Tourism & 
Parks development Bureau, 2011). 
The pool is the central stages on which the Timket or Epiphany Festival is attired priests 
carrying the Tabots (the replica of the Ark of the Covent) and crosses. When the ceremony 
was held, thousands of white-robed worshippers converge around the pool in the afternoon, 
where they are blessed and sprinkled with its holy water (ANRS Culture, Tourism & Parks 
development Bureau, 2011). Timket/Epiphany in the town of Gondar is certainly the most 
interesting. The bath pool in the historical palace built by the Emperor Fasiladas during the 
17th century stages a dramatic backdrop of the event, while the garden surrounding the pool 
provides believers a perfect ground for prayers and overnight vigil. 
Timket/Epiphany is colorfully celebrated, throughout the country; Timket is highly regarded 
in Gondar. The bathing palace of Fasiledes is still dedicated to this colorful ceremony. 
As part his efforts in restoring the orthodox faith, Emperor Fasiledes constructed this neatly 
walled depression at a short distance out of the palace complex to rebaptism those who were 
converted into Catholicism by his father, Emperor Suseneyos (Bantalem, 2010). (See more 
information about 44 Churches, Ax, 3).  
E. Structure of some Churches in Gondar city 
The Churches in the imperial compound there are three Churches. Two of which namely 
Elfign Giorgis and Gimja Bet Mariam were built by Fasil. While the third, Atatame Mikael 
was built by Dawit III. Both Elfign Giorgis and Gimja Bet Mariam circular stone Churches 
and Atatame Mikael Churchare rectangular of the churches (communication media of Gondar 
city, 2013).  
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Debre Birhan Silassie Church originally built by Iyasu I was circular in shape. On its 
destruction by some natural calamity and Dawit III built the present the rectangular Church 
with an impressive arcade. Yet the outline of the former circular foundation of Iyassu’s time 
is still visible. 
Tsadiku Tehannis Church also a world Heritage site was originally circular at presents a 
rectangular stone edifice with four domed towers at the corners. Formally a treasury serves as 
a Church (communication media of Gondar city, 2013). 
Figure. 2.2. Conceptual frame work of the study 
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CHAPTER THREE 
3. Research Methodology 
The purpose of this chapter is to describe the methodology, which is used during data 
gathering and data analysis stages to achieve the objectives of this study 
3.1. Description of Study Area 
Gondar is One of the oldest urban settlement in Africa, the town of Gondar, located 738km 
north west of Addis Ababa, Its altitude is 2300 meters above sea level, and a medieval 
royal city which was ascribed by UNESCO as the" World Heritage Site" in 1978 Founded 
by emperor Fasiladas in 1636, the city of Gondar had been the seat of the Ethiopian state 
for about 250 years. 
The foundation of this Imperial city witnessed a period of optimism and renaissance of the 
golden days of Aksum and Lalibela. Architecture, literature, education, music, painting 
commerce that had been perishing after the fall of ancient Aksum, rose to prominence. It 
was also a center of commerce for Africa, South Arabia and the Mediterranean world 
(Amhara Culture & Tourism Bureau, 2006 E.C). 
Construction of churches was the unique character of each rules of the Gondarian period. 
Immediately, when the Gondarian leaders come to power, they construct the church and 
everyday life of their time was attached with churches besides their outstanding 
achievements in the administration and palace construction. Due to this, Gondar called as 
the land of 44 churches, because the presence of those 44 churches which are constructed 
by local community lords and kings before Gondarian period and at the end of Gondarian. 
But now there are more than 92 churches are found in Gondar. These churches became the 
main centers of education, music and poetry for which Gondar became famous. Due to this 
Gondar attracted capable scholars of poetry, theology, law and other religious subjects 
from all over the Christian kingdom. In addition to these churches painting, cross making 
calligraphy and other type of art flourished in the city. In short, Gondar became the center 
of Excellency with its famous churches (Alessandro, 1938). Those ancient heritages are 
now attracting domestic and international tourists to Gondar city. 
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Table.3.1: Name of twenty seven (27) Churches and Monasteries in Gondar city 
Numbers Names Kebele 
1 Mekane Hiwot Fit Abo 06 
2 Debre Selam Fit Mikael 03 
3 Adebabay Debre Eyesus 05 
4 Mekane Nigest Gimja Bet Mariam 11 
5 Debre Tsebah Elfign Giorgis 05 
6 Menbere Mengist Medehanialem 03 
7 Bebre Mihiret Abun Bet Gebrael 14 
8 Medehanit Abiy Egizie K/Mihiret 09 
9 Hurian Aba Jalle T/Haimanot 11 
10 Debre Tsehay Quskuam 16 
11 Debre Brehan Silassie 03 
12 Kedami Abera Kidus Giorgis 18 
13 Sina Abune Aregawi 01 
14 Mirafe Kidusan T/Haimanot 04 
15 Debre Sibehat Qeha Eyesus 15 
16 Sehale Kidus Rufael 04 
17 Mekane Sibehat Lideta Mariam 16 
18 Menkirate Kidus Kirkos 06 
19 Haile Wedebra Tibebe Be’ata 09 
20 Debre Tsige Metimku Yohannis 16 
21 Hamere Birihan D/Mitimak Mariam 06 
22 Debre Tedila Yhannis Welde Negodguad 11 
23 Debre Genet Atatame Kidus Mikael 03 
24 Felege Hiwot Bezawit Mariam 18 
25 Tserha Ariam Arbatu Ensisa 04 
26 Misrak Tsehay Abune  Hara 18 
27 Keraniyo Medehanialem 18 
Source: Diocese of Gondar city, 2007(2015) 
Figure.3.1. Earlier Endowed Churches of Gondar town 
Map by Crummy Donald, 2000 and ANRS Culture, Tourism & Parks development Bureau, 
2011 
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Figure.3.2: map of Gonder City 
 
 
 
Source: Own compilation, 2007(2015) 
3.2. Research design 
This study was used descriptive research design to describe key factors about contributions 
and challenges of Ethiopian Orthodox Tewahido Church for sustainable tourism 
development. 
Both qualitative and quantitative research methods were employed with Cross sectional way 
which is best suited to studies aimed at finding prevalence of a phenomenon, situation, 
problem, attitude or issue and samples operated once (Kothari, 2004). 
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3.3. Population, Participants &Sampling Design, 
Population: Gondar has a total population of 207, 044, of whom 98,120 are men and 108,924 
women with 29578 households. The majority of the inhabitants practiced Ethiopian Orthodox 
Christianity, with 84.2% reporting, that as their religion, while 11.8% of the population said 
they were Muslim and 1.1% were protestant (Central statistical agency of Ethiopia, 2007). 
Participants (Sample size): it is impossible to use the whole population. Therefore it is used 
sample. According to Black and Champion (1976) quoted in Sillignakis (n.d), “sample is a 
portion of elements taken from the population, which is considered to be representative of the 
population. As quoted in Sillignakis (n.d), “sample size larger than 30 and less than 500 are 
appropriate for most research” as Rescoe cites in (Sakaran, 2000).  
The researcher used a sample from the total households of 29,578. The sample determination 
is based on formula (Israel formula, 1992). Accordingly  n = Nଵ+Nሺeሻଶ       Where; N = the total house hold from the population that were studied 
                                                n= the required sample size 
                                           Where Confidence Level is 95% at P = ± 5 (maximum variability) 
 Calculation 
n=    N=29578          e=   0.05 𝑛 = 𝑁ଵ+𝑁ሺ𝑒ሻଶ                                                                                                                                                                         𝑛 = ଶଽ5଻଼1+29578ሺ0.0025ሻ = ͵9Ͷ                                   n=394 
These samples of the study are distributed to stakeholders (Tour guide, Local Community, 
Church leaders, and Culture and Tourism employees since they are the part of the population. 
But, because of time and budget limitation the researcher used 170 households by considering 
as representative of the total and adds 30 convienently selected tourists. 
Sampling Design: The target samples were draw from Gondar city local community, culture 
and tourism office, tour guides, tourists, professionals and Church leaders. To explore the 
ideas in related to the contributions of EOTC for sustainable tourism development and 
challenges.  
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Based on Purposive/judgmental and convenience sampling technique the researcher was use. 
Because Dawson In 2002 found that, purposive samples are used if description rather than 
generalization is the goal and Convenience sampling is a non-probability sampling technique 
where subjects are selected because of their convenient accessibility and proximity to the 
researcher (Freedman, ND) . 
A total of two hundred respondents (200), among twenty interviewees the researcher 
interviewed, eleven (11) Church leaders, three (3) Gondar city Culture and Tourism Office 
employees and three (3) professionals. Out of these, seventeen (17) (85%) were interviewed 
and the remaining 3(15%) of proposed interviewed respondents not interviewed from Church 
leaders because of some problems. Out of one hundred eighty (180) copies of questionnaires 
were distributed to the respondents of the study, out of the total one hundred sixty four (164) 
filled in properly, that means (87%) of questionnaires are returned.  
Accordingly, one of the questionnaires distributed to one hundred twenty households who are 
lived in Gondar city, out of these, one hundred sixteen (116) were filled properly (96.6%).  
The second questionnaires were distributed to thirty (30) foreign tourists that visited Gondar 
city in 2007 (2015) March, out of these, twenty one (21) (70%) was filled in and returned. 
The third questionnaires were also distributed for thirty (30) local tourist guides; from these, 
twenty eight (28) (93.3%) were filled and returned.  
3.4. Data Collection Instruments and procedures 
Primary source of information:  
Questionnaire: it is the most appropriate data collection method for research, before the 
researcher go on to construct the questionnaire it need to think about what exactly, want from 
research (Dawson, 2002). 
This research data collection method (questionnaire) used open and closed ended 
questionnaire from local community, tour guide, and tourists. Because many questionnaires 
begin with a series of closed questions, with boxes to tick or scales to rank, and then finish 
with a section of open questions for more detailed response (Dawson, 2002). Those 
stakeholders are the major part of the research and they know the churches contribution and 
its challenges.  
Interview: For the interview method key informants, church leaders and culture and tourism 
office employees were contacted. Basically the interview method with these stakeholders was 
used to know the issues in deep understanding through semi structured interview. Because, 
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Semi structured interview, the researcher wants to know specific information which can be 
compared and contrasted with information gained in other interviews (Dawson, 2002). 
Field observation: In participant observation, the researcher immerses herself into a 
community, culture or context. The action is deliberate and intended to add to knowledge 
(Dawson, 2002). Thus, the researcher was observed the churches heritages to understand the 
current status.   
Figure.3.3: When observing of Gonder city EOTC heritages 
Data survey, 2007 (2015) 
Secondary source of information: Websites, journals and articles, published, unpublished 
thesis, books and different reports, magazines, and internet were used. 
2.5 . Method of Data Analysis 
After the data collected through different methods of data gathering techniques, then these 
data were edited, coded processed and analyzed to provide relevant information. Which 
enables the respondent’s response was make sound decisions.  
The result expressed via graphs and tables by using SPSS version 20 software. This software 
is used to analysis quantitative data simplistically within a short period of time. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
DATA PRESENTATION, ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATIONS 
This chapter is divided into three major sections. The first section provides the demographic 
characteristics of the respondents and second and third sections analyzes and presents results 
on the respondents’ expectations and opinions collected through open and close ended 
questionnaires and semi-structured interviews regarding the contribution and challenges of 
Ethiopian Orthodox Tewahido Church for sustainable tourism development in Gondar city. 
A. Demographic Characteristics of Respondents 
The characteristics of respondents’ (sex, age, educational background) are presented in this 
part. Based on the sampling technique and method described in chapter three  
The demographic characteristics of respondents were analyzed individually into frequency 
and percentage. These are: (1) Gender, (2) Age, and (3) Education level. 
Table 4.1: demographic characteristics of gender respondents 
No_  Sex  Frequency Percent (%) 
A. Male 125 76.2  
B. Female 39 23.8 
C. Total 164 100.0 
Source: Survey data, 2007(2015) 
As of all respondents, 76.2% were Male while the remaining 23.8 % were Female. Even 
though, actual number of Males less than Females in Gondar city (Central statistical agency 
of Ethiopia, 2007), Sex distribution of this survey shows that number of Females were less 
than number of Males because mostly Males are highly involved interaction in nature. 
Table 4.2 demographic characteristics of age respondents 
No_ Age  Frequency Percent (%) 
A 20-29 72 43.9 
B 30-39 39 23.8 
C 40-49 20 12.2 
D 50-59 11 6.7 
E >60 22 13.4 
F Total 164 100.0 
Source: survey data: 2007(2015) 
As shown in table 4.2 the dominant age group of the respondents was found in the age 
interval of 20-29 years old (43.9%), followed by the age range of 30-39 years old (23.8%). 
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The remaining 13.4% of the respondents are covered by greater than 60 years old people 
while, 12.2% of the respondents found in the age interval of 40-49. Only 6.7% of the 
respondents are found in the age interval of 50-59. As understood from this, when the 
researcher administered the survey to the sampled respondents, the young respondents were 
confident to take out questionnaires and well aware about positive and negative impacts of 
tourism. The researcher also strongly believed that young respondents were well understood 
than old respondents about Gondar city Ethiopian Orthodox Tewahido Church current 
situation. 
Table 4.3: demographic characteristics of education respondents 
No_ Education levels  Frequency Percent (%) 
A. 
B. 
C. 
D. 
E. 
F. 
Uneducated 10 6.1 
elementary school completed 16 9.8 
High school completed 46 28.0 
Diploma 30 18.3 
degree and above 62 37.8 
Total 164 100.0 
 Source: Survey data: 2007(2015) 
As shown in the above table, 37% of the respondents have a degree and above education 
level. 28% and 18.3% have High school and Diploma completed educational level 
respectively. The remaining 6.7% of the uneducated while, 9.8% were an elementary school 
completed class. As a result, the majority of respondents have basic education in greater than 
degree, High School and Diploma educational level.  Therefore, they are “qualified” as much 
as necessary to involve in Ethiopian Orthodox Tewahido Church heritages concern in Gondar 
city. 
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B. Contribution of Ethiopian Orthodox Tewahido Church for 
sustainable tourism development in Gondar city 
Table 4.4: Source of information about Ethiopian Orthodox Tewahido 
Church heritages 
Items  Frequency Percent% 
Where do you get information about 
Ethiopian Orthodox Tewahido Church 
heritages in Gondar city? 
 
EOTC Website 24 14.6 
Visiting at a place 47 28.7 
Magazine 9 5.5 
Oral 8 4.9 
Different websites 9 5.5 
broadcasting media 23 14.0 
all 44 26.8 
Total 164 100.0 
Sources of Information: Survey data, 2007(2015) 
Table 4.4 shows that, the source of information about the Ethiopian Orthodox Tewahido 
Church. As shown in this Table out of 100% respondents, the source of information  with 
regarding to Ethiopian Orthodox Tewahido Church heritages in Gondar city get from visiting 
at a place (28.7%), all information centre (26.8%), EOTC Website (14.6%), broadcasting 
media, (14%),while remaining  respondents from Magazine and different websites 5.5%), and 
oral (4.9%).    
According to Gondar buildings and churches world heritage announcement (2007), heritages 
of Gondar are living witness to the Ethiopian civilization from 17th century up to 19th 
century since the town is a testimony to the development of a peculiar type of architecture 
and the city is full of traces of the creativity results of Ethiopian people and it testimonies the 
workmanship and architectural buildings which gives Gondar worldwide significance. 
Even though Ethiopian Orthodox Tewahido Church of Gondar city is rich in huge natural and 
spiritual tourism resources, but the common factors are weak promotional work, lack of 
skilled man power in the Churches and lack of informational materials ( like brochures, maps, 
leaflets, guide books, post cards) about Ethiopian Orthodox Tewahido Church tourism 
resources in Gondar city. So, this table show that, EOTC is requires improve way of 
promotion or to use modern promotion method. Even Broadcast Media has responsible to 
promote more about Ethiopian Orthodox Tewahido Church heritages because these heritages 
were not only one institution wealth as well all over the country heritages.  
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As well, the above data shows that majority of respondents have information regarding 
Ethiopian Orthodox Tewahido Church heritages from visiting places (28.7%). This indicates 
that respondents’ get information after visiting a place. So it requires promotion work of the 
places and increase local and international level promotion through different mechanisms 
which are one of the promotional tools for tourism products to address large number of 
people in distant geographic areas of the Ethiopia and world. 
Figure 4.1: When inventorying of five Gondar city churches heritage’s with 
authority of culture and heritage protection 
Source: Photo by Survey data: 2007(2015) 
Gondar city Ethiopian Orthodox Tewahido Church has potential tourism resources. But it 
faced a poor promotional work and lack of concentration from different stakeholders.  
Gondar city EOTC has different types of registered heritages/tourism resources in 1977 and 
1979 within the assistance of photo by Ethiopian minister of culture and tourism. For this 
who works it the researcher surprised. Due to, those who registered person’s heritages need to 
great credit because at that time there was great famine and internal conflict warmly, and this 
shows us they used higher technology at that time. In addition to this, Church itself and 
Church servants needs great award for protecting the heritages for a long period of time. 
Assume, now a day free from any famine and internal conflict. But if you go to Gondar city 
culture and tourism office never obtain well organized document about Ethiopian Orthodox 
Tewahido Church heritages. So, we can compare and contrasts the difference between the 
previous and present heritage conservation and registration concept system. This type of 
Churches heritages inventory is first time in federal level after 28 years in 2007(2015). But in 
the office level try to inventor in every year even it was not strong (Mandefiro, interviewed, 
15/08/2007(2015)). 
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It is not mean that the listed heritages are the only Gondar city Ethiopian Orthodox Tewahido 
Church heritages. We see these heritages as an example. When the inventorying work was 
done by Gondar city culture and tourism office (2007(2015)) with in thirteen (13) churches 
they get 708 movable heritages. It is possible to predict all Churches heritages are monitored 
the heritages are increased in triple way (for more information about potential registered 
church heritages see appendix 2 and 6). Also Tesfaye (ND) observed the issue in this way 
“Most of heritages properties have been created and preserved for religious purpose. 
Therefore, religious institutions and their communities have played vital roles in creating and 
preserving national and international heritages properties. 
Table 4.5: Contribution of Ethiopian Orthodox Tewahido Church heritages for 
local community in Gondar city 
Items  Frequency Percent (%) 
What are local community 
benefits from Ethiopian 
Orthodox Tewahido Church 
heritages in Gondar city? 
 
 
Economical contribution 42 25.6 
Social interaction 25 15.2 
Cultural exchange 29 17.7 
Decreasing of climate changes 6 3.7 
All 62 37.8 
Total 164 100.0 
Source: Survey data, 2007(2015) 
A. Economical contribution 
As shown in Table number 4.5 above 37.8% respondents of respond local community’ 
benefited from Ethiopian Orthodox Tewahido Church heritages through all types. So, these 
activities are the main goal/pillar of sustainable tourism development. Even these types of 
contribution are not only Gondar city rather than all over country. This idea is agree with 
Elene explain international ICOMOS conference in Dublin, Ireland, 2010 in  this way 
“Lalibela World Heritage Site in terms of site conservation, local community benefit and 
tourist satisfaction, based on the environmental, social and economic dimensions of 
sustainable development. It found that the local community is benefiting from tourism”. 
 25.6 % of respondents indicated that EOTC contributed for economic benefit. Because now a 
day, in Gondar city number of tourist and generating income increasing from time to time 
(for more information about tourist number and revenue see appendix, 4). 
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In related to the economic value it has market and none market value of the heritage.                   
The market value of this heritage expressed in terms of the wage of workers within in the 
EOTC. It expressed in terms of price. However, this heritage has also a nonuse value not 
expressed in terms of price in economic term. But it has a strong relation in economic aspect. 
For example consuming the service (existence value of the heritage) and consuming the 
heritage service at some future time (optional value) is non use value not expressed in terms 
of price. The economic importance of these heritages attached with the tourism activities and 
it served as one of the tourist attraction in the city of Gondar. 
Economically, Debre Brihan Selassie Church is some times higher than Fasil Castile in case 
of tourist numbers and generating income. ZESMAN consultancy found that in 2012, In 2003 
Ethiopian Fiscal Year 100,495 international and domestic tourists visited the attractions 
within the territory of the city with generating 60,680,971 birr for the government, churches 
and service providers. Although, Fasil Ghebbi is considered as the magnet of the destination 
the result has revealed that Debre Birhan Selassie Church has ranked high (even higher than 
Fasil Ghebbi) in terms of the number of visitors.  
Gondar city heritages increase employment opportunities which range from low-wage entry-
level to high-paying professional positions in management and technical field that generate 
income and raise standards of living (Firdyiwok, 2012). Additionally, EOTC ensure 
sustainable economic contribute for local community, this idea is supported by Cabrini in 
2007 this way “religious sustainable tourism to ensure the viability and competitiveness of 
tourism destinations and enterprises, so that they are able to continue to prosper and deliver 
benefits in the long term”. 
Table.4.6: tourist number and revenue of Debre Birhan Silassie Church 
Attractions Number of respondents % of 1,000 interviewed tourists Rank 
Gondar Palaces and 
castles 
804 80.4 2 
Debre Birhan Selassie 
Church 
883 88.3 1 
Kosoye 471 47.1 4 
Wananiya 89 8.9 6 
Debark 37 3.7 7 
SMNP 475 47.5 3 
Other 350 35 5 
Source:  ZESMAN consultancy, 2012 
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Figure 4.2: tourist number and revenue for Churches 
Source: Gondar city culture and tourism administration, 2007(2015) 
According to Cabrini in 2007 clarify how to decrease unemployment through religious 
sustainable tourism in this way “religious sustainable tourism to strengthen the number and 
quality of local jobs created and supported by tourism, including the level of pay, conditions 
of service and availability to all without discrimination by gender, race, disability or in other 
ways.” 
This Church contributed a lot to decrease unemployment rate in different way in Gondar city.  
For example, out of thirty seven thousands three hundered thirty two (37,332) of churches in 
Ethiopia, twenty seven (27) churches are found in Gondar city with seven hundred eighty 
nine 789 permanent employees. The minimum and maximum salaries of those employees are 
150-2500 birr to pay (leike Ailaf Tibebe, Gondar City diocese, interviewed, 
12/8/2007(2015)). 
Now a day, Gondar city culture and tourism office organize micro touristic organization, 
gives tour guide services, fabricate and sell souvenirs, supply food and beverage, provide 
accommodation services, being manual worker during cure and renovation works and others 
including providing shopping goods for tourists and by being servants of the churches 
(Zewedu, head of Gondar city culture and tourism interviewed, 2/0/08/2007(2015)). 
 This contribution is not only for Gondar city rather it is for different part of a country. This 
idea was also supported by Elene and Getu in 2012. 
B. Social interaction 
17.7% of respondents were responding the EOTC important for Cultural exchanges.  Because 
of EOTC have its own unique customs and traditions. EOTC traditional customs is made up 
of wicker cotton. Women often wear dress (Kemis) and singular (Netela) with borders of 
colored embroidered woven crosses; other designs are also used (Dibekulu, 2002 E.C). But in 
EOTC tradition/doctrine, trousers/pants and mini dress is forbidden for women and for male 
reciprocal. 
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EOTC contributes for cultural foods development, drinks, music’s, art and others 
development. Those clothes, foods and drinks are most of time used at Festivities that are 
attracting visitors, at the same time it’s promoting of cultures for internal and external 
tourists. Thus, this form of tourism is new dimensions of sustainable tourism. Cabrini found 
that in 2007, “religious sustainable tourism to respect and enhance the historic heritage, 
authentic culture, traditions and distinctiveness of host communities”. In addition to these 
Irshad in 2011 observed the situation in this way “cultural events, places may attract not only 
tourists but also investments. The tourism industry that supports events generates 
employment and economic diversification. For improved downtown retailing and service 
industries”. 
C. Cultural exchange 
15.2% of the respondents were responding EOTC is important for Social interaction/values, 
because Ethiopian Orthodox Tewahido Church has been the custodian of the physical and 
spiritual heritages of the society and centre of interaction to the diverse population group 
(Dibekulu, 2002 E.C).   
The EOTC enable and facilitate social connections, networks, and other relations in a broad 
sense. For example these values might include the use of a site for social gatherings such as 
celebrations of religious issues, meeting place for the community and the like. In related to 
the social value of heritage has a value for social attachments, it built social identity, social 
cohesion and other feeling related to the heritage since it has a long history. In addition to 
these values the church has also the following importance, within the church of historical 
events and traditions are celebrated, appreciated (Dibekulu, 2002 E.C). It increases the 
development of tourism and sustainable community ideas.  
A number of self-help associations, such as sunbathe, mehabers, Tsiwa mehabers, and edirs 
organized under the agency of the church are among several functions of the Church in the 
social interaction of the society (Dibekulu, 2002 E.C). Senbetie, which means derived from 
the words Sabbath, is a kind of club to celebrate God’s holiday according to the doctrine of 
EOTC. The member of this association meets every Sunday in the compound of Church 
(Dibekulu, 2002 E.C). Tsiwa Mehabers on the other hand is an association to commemorate 
God’s or a particular saint’s day monthly and the venue of turn (Dibekulu, 2002 E.C).  
The establishment of both of these associations has almost similar objectives. The first 
common objective is developing a spirit of belongingness and sense of brotherhood among 
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the members. This helps to solve common problems and to assist each others in time of 
difficulty with financial, material, and moral issues, and to help family of members after 
his/her death (Dibekulu, 2002 E.C). 
In the case of Senbetie Mehabers; the main objective is to provide the needy and the guest 
every Sunday after the mass with foods and drinks to share the left over among the members 
of the association and clergy. The food and drinks are brought by the members of the 
association in turn (Dibekulu, 2002 E.C). In addition to these, in Ethiopian Orthodox 
Tewahido Church there are monthly and annually festivals. This festivals increasing foreign 
tourist to share culture and there is interact within local community like Kidus Yehonnis/New 
year, Meskel/Finding of Cross, Gena/Charismas, Timket/Epiphany, Easter are warmly 
celebrating Gondar city and all over county.  
In addition, Firdyiwok also found that in 2012; tourism at Gondar religious world Heritages 
improves quality of life by increasing the interaction of tourists and host communities 
through facilitating meeting visitors, Promoting cultural exchange, improving understanding 
of different communities and creating greater tolerance of social differences. The above 
mentioned EOTC activities supported by Cabrini, 2007 in this way “religious sustainable 
tourism to seek a widespread and fair distribution of economic and social benefits from 
tourism throughout the recipient community, including improving opportunities, income and 
services available to the poor. Also Fagan, found that in 1996, “the practice of religion has 
beneficial effects on behavior and social relations: on illegitimacy, crime and delinquency, 
welfare dependency, alcohol and drug abuse, suicide, depression, and general self-esteem”. 
Finally the researcher uses the UNWTO, 2011 more elaborate expression of sustainable 
tourism, culture and tourism contribution: 
“Sustainable tourism is respect for, and understanding of, cultural diversity 
between nations and peoples is a key principle of sustainable development. As 
a sector built on human interaction, tourism plays a key role in fostering 
greater respect and tolerance between cultures. It is a considerable force for 
the conservation of historic and cultural heritage and, by providing a source 
of income based around local culture, can encourage communities to value 
their cultural heritage more highly”. 
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D. Environmental contribution  
3.7% the respondents inclined to the importance of the EOTC for decrease climate change. 
Ethiopian Orthodox Tewahido Churches in Gondar city and all over country are covered by 
indigenous forest because deforestation is banned /forbidden in the Churches even leaves are 
impossible to cut and it is also an indication of fear of spiritual in community to protect the 
forest. In support to this idea Sefrin elaborate in good way in 2012, “The strict rules of their 
ancestor are still regulated and controlled by the Orthodox Church, thus a dense forest covers 
the basaltic rock to the north-west from Bahir Dar”. 
In addition, the Amhara national regional state in 2009 validate the importance of EOTC for 
forest protection in the sentence below for Gondar city “Qusquam complex is remnant trees 
of Juniperious procera, Cordia africana, Corotone macrostachuys and Olea Africana. 
Moreover Alemayehu in 2012 write in this way “In the northern highlands of Ethiopia, 
patchy remnants of old-aged Afromontane forests can be found mainly around the Ethiopian 
Orthodox Tewahido Churches”. Reynolds and et al. also in 2010 support it. (See more about 
Church forest information appendix, 6). 
These forests surrounding the church building protect soil Degradation and 
keep the originality of landscape. The local communities have great respect 
and thrust in the EOTC than other local institutions which has made the 
church the central institution and platform for socio economic issues of the 
people. The positive attitude to the resources protected by the church and the 
acceptances of the church tradition could be an opportunity for forest 
ecosystem conservation and restoration (Alemayehu, 2012). 
Thus, the researcher have to say Ethiopian Orthodox Tewahido Church is own contribution to 
decrease the climate change in the country in general and Gondar city in particular. 
Table.4.7: More attractive Ethiopian Orthodox Tewahido Church heritages in 
Gondar city 
Items  Frequency Percent 
Among the following Ethiopian Orthodox 
Tewahido Church heritages, which one is the 
most attractive for tourists in Gondar city? 
Museums 24 14.6 
Literature and Art 11 6.7 
Church forests 13 7.9 
Festivals 89 54.3 
All 27 16.5 
Total 164 100.0 
Source: Survey data, 2007(2015) 
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As shown in the above 4.7 table, Festivals were the major attraction for tourists with high 
percentage of 54.3% respondents give their response.  In related this, especially celebration of 
Timket/Epiphany is the most attractive festivals of Gondar city for the tourists.  
During the celebration of the festivals many pilgrimages from all over the country and too 
much number of foreign tourists attended/attend every year in Tir 11(January19). For a long 
period of time Saint Archangel Mikael/Kana Zegelila, Tir 12(January 21), Loza Mariam, Tir 
21 (January 30) and Saint Giorgis, Tir 23 (February 1) are warmly celebrating at the end of 
month in Gondar city and attracted many tourists. 
In addition to the above festivals, there are different religious festivals in Gondar city 
including Kidus Yohonnis/New year 1 (September 11), Gena/Charismas Tehasas/December 
29 (January 7), Fasika/Easter Megabit/Mezia (March/April) celebrating warmly and attract 
tourists. 
In connection to this Poria in 2003 pointed out that, “the cultural traditions, the local religion 
and the religious festivals as some of the main factors with potential to attract tourists”. 
In addition to festivals 14.6% respondents indicated that Museum was one part of attraction 
for visitors in the city. The idea is supported by Mclean in 1997 “Museum as in all non-profit 
activities, there are two principal means of attracting additional resources: income generation 
and development activities”. 
 On the other hand Darnell and et al. in 1990 and 1998 found that the numbers of museum 
visitors are likely to grow at a faster rate than per capita incomes, the tourist authorities 
estimate that the 1718 museums on their data base attracted around 80 million visits in 1961 
and that the number of visits grew by 11 per cent between 1989 and 1962.  
16.5% of the respondents indicated that all types of heritages; were the attraction for tourists 
in study area and 7.9 % of the respondents shows that church forests were the major 
attraction for tourists in Gondar city. While; 6.7 % of the respondents indicated that literature 
and art attract tourists in EOTC.  
Elene in 2010 found that the contribution of Church in this way “EOTC has wealth of cultural 
and natural resources, including archaeological sites, ancient churches and monasteries, 
medieval castles, historic towns and traditional festivals”. Furthermore, Irshad in 2011 
explained the impact of Festivals, “Festivals have direct and indirect impacts on their 
communities through the opportunities they provide for; participation, skills development and 
volunteering. They can also have environmental and political impacts. 
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Figure 4.3: Festivities of Timket/Epiphany and Loza Mariam at Gondar city 
Source: photo from Survey data, 2007(2015) 
Table.4.8: Responsible bodies that maintains and supervise of Ethiopia Orthodox 
Tewahido Church heritages 
items Frequency Percent 
Among  the following  bodies that 
has/have the stake in maintaining , 
sustaining  and supervising  their standard 
 
Laity/faithful 32 19.5 
Local community 18 11.0 
Private sector 2 1.2 
Local government 7 4.3 
All 105 64.0 
Total 164 100.0 
Source: Survey data, 2007(2015) 
As understood from Table 4.8 most of respondents (64.0%) indicated that all bodies have the 
responsibilities in maintaining and supervising the heritages. While, 19.5% respondents 
indicated that duties gives for Laity/faithful. This idea supported with interview “I believe that, 
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most of heritages are lost by church servants. Because it has chain spread with external part. 
Thus, followers are only possible to break this illegal activity or chains (interviewed, Sisay, 
16/082007).” 
The remaining 11.0 %, 4.3%, 1.2 % of the respondents indicated that Local community, Local 
government and Private sectors were has own responsibility and heritages protection 
respectively. It is clear that in order to care and conserve the heritage; the first priority thing is 
to understand the various values of the heritages. Without understanding heritages value it is 
nothing to conserve it.  
It is must to understand and document different value which are imagined and understood by 
the planner and the local community. Thus, this process of identifying the different values of 
the heritage enables the stakeholders to recognize and appreciate the value of their heritage. In 
addition to those Stakeholders “University of Gondar it better to participate in heritage 
conservation in different way such us maintaining, promoting of heritages and to open Ge’ez 
language (Melaku, interviewed, 29/08/2007(2015)).”  
Final the researcher want to conclude this responsibility by using the word of López of 2014, 
“religious heritages sites have an immeasurable value, both inherent and as a source of public 
education, identity and pride. Their integrity and authenticity must be conserved. So that the 
values they represent are available to current and future generations”. 
Table.4.9: Contribution of Ethiopian Orthodox Tewahido Church’s heritages 
(Forests, Museums, Festivals, Literature and Art) for local community 
Items  Frequency Percent 
Do you think that, Ethiopian Orthodox Tewahido 
Church’s heritages (Forests, Museums, Festivals, 
Literature and Art) are contributing for local 
community? 
Yes 140 85.4 
No 23 14.0 
Total 163 99.4 
Source: Survey data, 2007(2015) 
As shown in Table 4.9 above 85.4% of the respondents indicated that local communities were 
benefited from Ethiopian Orthodox Tewahido Church’s heritages (Forests, Museums, 
Festivals, Literature and Art). Local communities are benefited directly or indirectly from 
Ethiopian Orthodox Tewahido Church’s heritages. Such us permanent and daily employee, 
provide guide services in the churches, participating construct and maintain of Churches and 
heritages. Whereas, the remaining 14.6% of respondents indicated that local communities 
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were not benefited from EOTC. For these issues, the reasons were pointed out that lack of 
awareness, lack of skills and knowledge and lack of opportunity limitations. 
Obviously all local communities may not directly benefit from Gondar city Ethiopian 
Orthodox Tewahido Church’s heritages. But all communities are indirectly benefited from the 
Ethiopian Orthodox Tewahido Church’s heritages. According to Zewidu, host community 
arebenefiting from the maintain roof of Debre Brihan Silassie Church, renewed Atatame 
Mikael and the newly constructed huge building for tradition school in Qusquam complex in 
buffer area (Ato Zewidu head of Gondar city culture and tourism administration, interviewed, 
21/08/2007(2015)).” 
On the other hand, Ethiopian Orthodox Tewahido Church contributed for sustainable tourism 
development from time to time in different way such as environmental, spiritual, and social 
and economical way for the local community (Ayichew, Gondar city culture and tourism 
officer, interviewed, and 21/08/2007(2015)). 
EOTC has a great role to increase sustainable tourism development through it’s traditional 
schools, art and different types of books like Astronomy and Scientific, health books are still 
still conserve. So, EOTC makes the base of modern Ethiopian school (Solomon, senior expert 
in Authority for research and expert conservation of culture and heritages, interviewed, 15/08 
2007(2015)).  
The idea was supported by Tesfaye, ND “the religious heritages have universal contribution 
to the development of science and knowledge such as: Architecture, Literature, and Art, 
Painting, Book making, Astronomy, Philosophy, Medicine and Mathematic for the Ethiopia.”  
According to Liqe Liqawunt Ezira, Ethiopian Orthodox Tewahido Church is heart beat/back 
bone of Ethiopia because since ancient time the church protects country heritages through 
Prayer and wise management. When we see historically in 17th century Gondar was 
educational/civilization centre of Ethiopia. For example Menber Mengist Medahanialem 
Church was constructed in 1624 E.C and this Church only conserves more than 75 unique 
heritages exixt still now. But, don’t has Museum because lack of enough places. In this case 
tourists were not visited this Church and now we are on the way to construct Museum (Liqe 
Likawint, Ezira, interviewed, 3/08/2007(2015)).” (For more information about potential 
registered church heritages see appendix 4). These ideas also elaborate by Assayew in 2014 
in this way “Gondar is the one of the famous heritage tourist centre in the Ethiopia. The 
religious tourist attractions of Gondar are the bath of Fasilades, the ruined palace of 
Kusquam, and the church of Debre Berhane Selassie with its unique murals”. 
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Figure.4.4: book of gold--?--Church, Qusquam complex Museum and forest Church 
Source: photo by Survey data: 2007(2015) 
C. Ethiopian Orthodox Tewahido Church Challenges for sustainable 
tourism development in Gondar city 
Table.4.10: The Problem of foreign culture in Gondar city 
Items  Frequency Percent 
Do you think that, most of these generations are 
follower of westernization culture in Gondar city? 
 
Yes 93 56.7 
No 71 43.3 
Total 164 100.0 
Source: Survey data: 2007(2015) 
As shown in Table number 4.10 above 56.7% of respondents were indicated that the present 
generations are the follower of western culture in study area. This result is shock for EOTC 
and Gondar city and alarm of walk up bell because most of visitors want to visit natural, 
cultural and spiritual heritages of the city. If not protected these heritages we will lost the 
memory/ history of the city after few years. While the remaining 43.3% of respondents were 
responding most of generations are not follow western culture. Even this problem is not only 
this study area problem rather it all over country. This idea supported by Elene and Getu 
2012 explain that “the spiritual value associated with the site is threatened due to a shift 
towards a more materialistic and foreign-influenced culture. Such influences may have an 
adverse impact on the traditional values of the site”. 
Table.4.11: Number and impact of tourists on local communities in Gondar city 
items Frequency Percent 
Do you think that, Ethiopian Orthodox Tewahido 
Church’s heritages help to increase number of 
tourists? 
Yes 157 95.7 
No 7 4.3 
Total 164 100.0 
Sources: Survey data: 2007(2015) 
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As we can see from the Table 4.11, 95.7% of the respondents indicated that Ethiopian 
Orthodox Tewahido Church’s heritages help to increase number of tourists while, only 4.3% 
of respondents were responds not contributed. 
Usually a large number of tourists at tourist destinations have negative consequence on local 
communities which includes, increases cost of livelihood and luxury goods, in addition to 
these problem other face is seasonal tourism creates high risk, especially at celebrating of 
Epiphany, more accommodations, more hosting, increasing of crime sound pollution and 
describing of Church services in Gondar city. 
The increasing numbers of tourists have it’s own positive/negative impacts for local 
community/destination. Majorities (51%) of respondents were indicated that local 
communities were negatively affected. Because; the increasing numbers of tourists have 
negative impacts for Gondar city cultural and spiritual heritages through development. 
Sefrine found in 2012 in this way “mores of interaction, styles of life, customs and traditions 
are all subject to change through the interaction with other cultures. Tourism is a major 
trigger for intercultural encounters leading to irreversible alterations”  
While remaining respondents were responds all (25.6%), Culture shock (10.4%), increases 
price of goods (3.7%), environmental pollution, and increasing of theft and robbery (1.8%), 
prostitution (1.2%). many actors low awareness on this relationship and the short-term 
thinking about tomorrow rather than the long-term thinking of the day after tomorrow are 
threatening sustainability( Sefrine, 2012). 
These types of problems will be solved by sustainable tourism development. The idea is 
supported by Timothy and Boyd in 2003 “In order to come to terms with the negative effects 
of tourism, sustainable heritage tourism frameworks seek to address issues relating to 
authenticity, interpretation, access and equity, with planning and management methods which 
ensure acceptable limits of use, restricted access to sensitive sites through zoning and 
participation of both local communities and tourists in responsibility for heritage sites”. 
Table.4.12:  UNESCO Prohibited law for Churches heritages 
Items  Frequency Percent 
Religious World heritages are possible to maintain and 
reconstruct by Churches/local community at any time? 
Yes 37 22.6 
No 127 77.4 
Total 164 100.0 
Sources: Survey data, 2007(2015) 
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As shown in table.4.1, 77.4% respondents replied that Church /local communities were 
requires permission for UNESCO to use, conserve and preserve their heritages at any time in 
any form they want. This indicates that most of respondents were well known about duties of 
UNESCO. 
Though the remaining (22.6%) answered those local communities were no need of 
permission for UNESCO to maintaining and restoring their heritages at any time in any type. 
The UNESCO rules and regulations of the religious world heritage sites, do not allow the 
local societies to maintaining and restoring that heritage for whatever the purpose they want. 
Now a day most of religious heritages are destroying like Quskuam palace and surroundings 
fence, paintings of Debre Birhan Silassie and Lideta Mariam Churches. This was due to 
Gondar city culture and tourism administration/UNESCO simply prohibited as without 
helping to maintain and restore heritages (interviewed administration of Quskuam, Debre 
Birhan Silassie and Lideta Mariam Churches, 2007(2015)). 
The reply of Ato Zewidu, African monument foundation was started to construct Quskuam 
complex palace without permission of Gondar city culture and tourism administration. But 
this organization is difficult to maintain and the office take action to stop maintaining.  
Debre Birhan Silassie Church is papering to maintain roof and design of Lideta Mariam Church 
completed and will enter to work recent time. However, Churches have it’s own problems, because no 
one prohibited to maintain and restore heritages and it has own tourist generating income especially 
Debre Birhan Silassie and Quskuam complex Churches.  So, why not maintain and restore heritages 
based on tradition/ it’s own design and type from generating income (Zewidu, head of Gondar city 
culture and tourism administration, interviewed, 2007(2015)). But Ringbeck in 2008 
UNESCO books opposed above mentioned issues “As a rule no native representatives are 
involved but rather foreign experts perform the evaluation in the name of the respective 
advisory body. This practice is however not codified in the operational guidelines”+. 
 In related to this Firdiyok in 2012 described the situation in his research work by saying,  
Sometimes bring limitations and restrictions on the rights of the local 
community. For example local communities wan to build new church on the 
ruins of the old Church of Yohannes but heritage authorities believe ruins 
should remain undisturbed. This resulted dispute between local church 
communities and authorities and further deterioration of heritage. However, 
after long year argument, currently the church is under construction by local 
communities (For more information see appendix 7).  
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Table 4.13: Challenges of Ethiopian Orthodox Tewahido Church to sustainable 
tourism development 
Items  Frequenc
y 
Percent 
What are more the factors/challenges that 
hinder the religious heritages to sustainable 
tourism development? 
 
Lack of coordination 
with stakeholders 
59 36.0 
Globalization 10 6.1 
lack of awareness 38 23.2 
UNESCO 22 13.4 
Tourists 5 3.0 
Commoditization of 
spiritual heritages 
26 15.9 
All 4 2.4 
Total 164 100.0 
Sources: Survey data, 2007(2015) 
As shown in the above table 4.13, 36.0% of the respondents indicated that lack of 
coordination among the stakeholders was one of the major problems. This problem was the 
main challenge of Ethiopian Orthodox Tewahido Church for sustainable tourism 
development because the researcher observed at the place for the heritage management 
aspects. When the researcher asked different stakeholders the idea was contradict each other 
about the responsibility of heritages, for example the celebration of epiphany with carnival. 
Also Fasil in 2013 observed this issue in this way “loose collaboration and communication 
among these major stakeholders of the city tourism”. 
23.2% of respondents were indicated that lack of awareness is one of the problem, especially 
this problems is seen in Church servants.  For example when researcher collect the data the 
church servants were not willingness to show heritages and give information. At the same 
time even the researcher has recommendation letter they cannot willing to show the heritages 
because of fear and doubtfulness and they see everybody as a thief (Aba Lisanewerk, 
interviewed, 2007(2015)). The researcher understands two things from his idea promotion 
problem after preservation/ conservation and lack of awareness about tourism.  
15.9% of the respondents indicated that Commoditization of spiritual heritages is one of the 
great challenges. 13.4% of the respondents inclined to the problem related with UNESCO and 
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tourists (3.0%). The above mentioned problems are supported by UNESCO, (ND), a “tourism 
demand leading to a renaissance of indigenous cultures, cultural arts, crafts and the 
rejuvenation of events and festivals that are getting forgotten due to modern development and 
adaptation to western lifestyles”. 
 Many religious sites receive many tourists/pilgrims on some occasions like festivals; 
negative impact during this time is huge as compared to other times. According to Camamba 
in 2003; cited as Erimias in 2013 found that “some of the negative impacts include: leakage, 
degradation, violation of rules and regulations, conflict between community and 
tourists/pilgrims etc.  
Figure.4.5: Debre Birhan Silassie Church’s past and present views point of painting  
Sources: photo from secondary and Survey data, 2007(2015) 
Table.4.14: The main problem of Ethiopian Orthodox Tewahido Church in 
Gondar city 
Items  Frequency Percent 
Among following challenges, which one is 
the most problem for Ethiopian Orthodox 
Tewahido Church in Gondar City? 
 
Management problem 47 28.7 
theft and illicit trafficking 
of heritages 
4 2.4 
Corruption 5 3.0 
Heretic/Tehadiso 8 4.9 
Lack of skilled manpower 13 7.9 
All 87 53.0 
Total 164 100.0 
Source: Survey data: 2007(2015) 
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Based on table 4.14 above, 53.0% respondents were indicated that all challenges are faced 
Ethiopian Orthodox Tewahido Church to sustainable tourism development in Gondar city.  
Among those challenges, Management problem covered (28.7%) were the main problem of 
EOTC.  
7.9% of the respondents indicated that Lack of skilled manpower was the major challeng. 
Fasil in 2013 also found that “there is big gab in man power within city officials, and local 
communities, governmental administrative bodies and municipal, zone and tourism offices 
especially in the area of heritages”. Only 4.9% of the respondents indicated that 
Heretic/Tehadiso is the challenge of EOTC. While, 3.0% of the respondents indicated that 
Corruption has own negative impacts for Ethiopian Orthodox Tewahido Church to 
sustainable tourism development in Gondar city. 
 The remaining 2.4% of the respondents indicated that theft and illicit trafficking of heritages 
is the challenge. Also, in related to this Fasil found that in 2013 “Currently looting of 
heritages like Tabot/Covenants, crosses and books from churches museums have become 
common scenes and sell black market”.  
Those problems are not only in Gondar city Ethiopian Orthodox Tewahido Church but it has 
the problem of all over country. Tesfaye explained, (ND) that in this way “The trafficking of 
those cultural properties has multifaceted impact that touches first and for most 
archaeological sites, religious edifices, cultural institutions and museums, public and private 
collections in the worldwide”. Additionally Elene and Getu found that in 2012 “Loss of 
cultural heritage has been identified, such as theft and illicit trade of cultural objects, 
vandalism and fire hazard”. 
Backwardness of Church administrational management, financial management and human 
resources management are other faced problems. Because those problems creates sub 
problems like increasing of corruption, beneficiary of sub group, spiritually weakness, 
decreasing of follower and increasing of racism each churches, and finally will be destroyed 
the heritages as well Church.  
The payment of church servants have differentiate from Church to Church; while some 
churches are high payment and some churches are low payment even if, educational level is 
equal or high. Level of payment is based on generating income of Churches.  For example 
payment of priest Cherkos is 1500 birr and Fit Michael is 800 birr pay. So, this type of 
payment is decrease work habit and spiritual work.  This way of payment is push to sell 
heritages because of difficult to manage family by this salary. In addition to those problems 
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Gondar city Ethiopian Orthodox Tewahido Church don’t gives as pension (Aba G/Silassie, 
interviewed, 2007(2015)). 
Now a day traditional salary payment system of Ethiopian Orthodox Tewahido Church has 
it’s own negative impacts like decrease skilled man power, lack of  respects, and creates 
duress in the services, increase corruption and creates bad working habit (Beambaw, 2003 
E.C). Enrolment and Placement of Church based on racism and bribe each Ethiopian 
Orthodox Tewahido Church (Beambaw, 2003 E.C). Theft and illicit trafficking of heritages 
are other challenges of EOTC because ways of heritages protection are poor within 
stakeholders.  Other weakens of Church is less on take action to do illegal activities by 
Church servants/others identified/unidentified things, but if conflict with Church leaders, 
immediately taken action (Beambaw, 2003 E.C).  
Theft and illicit trafficking of the heritage was one of the major challenges for EOTC in 
Gondar city. In related to this Meseret indicated that; more than 300 crosses, seizures at air 
port then culture and tourism office of Gondar city handled those heritage with the help of 
polices. At the same time the problem and illicit trafficking activity found in the Sudan 
border of Mettema (Mesert, interviewed, 29/08/2007(2015)). (For more information about 
challenges heritages see appendix 7 and 8). 
In addition to those problems, most of Churches doesn’t have clear demarcation and map. But 
now Churches are contacting to solve the problem with concerned bodies (Leike Ailaf 
Tibebe, Gonder city, diocese interviewed, 12/08/ 2007(2015)). The Church also faced a 
problem of racialism.  For example some Church called as for Gondare, Gojjame and Kimant 
so on. Additionally University of Gondar and other Ethiopian Universities are not used 
Ethiopian calendar rather it foreign calendar also I am not understand why not open Ge’ez 
language in University of Gondar (Kis Meaza 30/09/2007(2015)). 
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Figure.4.6 crosses which is handled by police at Metema, Debre Birhan Silassie Arganon 
book and newly constructed traditional School building Qusquam complex 
Source: photo by Survey data, 2007 
 
Table.4.15: The main under risk level of Ethiopia Orthodox Tewahido Church 
heritages in Gondar city 
Items   Frequency Percent 
Among the following Ethiopian Orthodox 
Tewahido Church heritages, which one is the 
most at risk level in Gondar City? 
 
Museums 45 27.4 
Festivals 31 18.9 
Literature and Art 47 28.7 
Forest 32 19.5 
All 9 5.5 
Total 164 100.0 
Source: Survey data: 2007(2015) 
As indicated in the above table 15 above, 28.7% of the respondents indicated that Literature 
and Art, and Museums (27.4%) were taken to major place on risk level. When the researcher 
collect the data observed painting of Debre Birhan Silassie Church, Quskuam complex and 
Lideta Mariam Church risk levels is high. Also, this types of problem not only this city rather 
than all over the county.  Because Elene and Getu, observed the problem in 2012; 
 “There are both actual and potential threats to monuments, objects and 
intangible dimensions of Lalibela’s cultural heritage. A number of human-
induced threats which can lead to total destruction and other threats have a 
gradual impact such as uncontrolled construction and land-use, sanitation 
problems, environmental degradation caused by cutting trees, deterioration by 
age, and lack of appropriate maintenance. Some of the threats are directly 
exacerbated by tourism, such as damage to church paintings caused by 
camera flashes and erosive effects of shoes on flooring, pavements and steps.  
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Atatame Michael museum was not visited because of lack of coordination with stakeholders 
especially tour guides are the main case of decrease numbers tourists’. Because, if visite 
tourists this museum no additional income for tour guides. In this case after visit Fasil castle 
immediately the tourists to run Debre Birhan Silassie Church and Quskuam complex. As a 
result of this, the museum will close at recent time (churchwarden, interviewed, may, 
28/08/2007(2015)). But some informants are contradict information “This information is new 
for us, still we are not discussed from tour guides and churches leaders  about for this types of 
issue (Mesle, Gondar city culture and tourism officer, interviewed, 21/08/2 007(2015)). The 
other informants indicated that the problem was the commom weakens but most of time trip 
plan is excluding this church’s even Quskuam complex is not included.  However, know they 
indicated that we push to visit tourists this site though communication with travel agents in 
Addis Ababa. Some other informants are also indicated that, Tourists are needs unique 
heritages of each Church/place but Atatame Michael’s museum is don’t have unique 
heritages. So, if we shows the some heritages each Church/place the trip will be boring/bulky 
(Getachew, tour guide, interviewed, 2007(2015)). At the same time north Gondar diocese 
Museum is not visited by the visitors because this museum is most of time closed and 
weakens of promotion. In the museum heritages interpretation there was controversial 
information in English and Amharic languages on doctrine of EOTC heritages. For example, 
in the Atatame Mikael Church’s museum Dirsan Mikael/homily of Mikael written in the form 
of Teamire Mikael/Miracle Mikael. In the Church doctrine Dirsan/homily write for only 
Angels and Teamir/miracle writ for only Jesus and Saints.  
The remaining 19.5% of the respondents indicated that Forest (18.9%) and Festivals (5.5%) at 
risk level. In addition to those problems traditional schools students is decrease from time to 
time due to problem of coordination with stakeholders and economic problem.  For example in 
Ba’ata  Church construct huge building for Gondare Akuakuam(stance of Gondare) by 
Mahibere Kidusan but the main problem of this school is lack of food/basic needs. This 
problem is not only this Church rather it all city traditional schools Churches. Because this 
problem is the main couse of Churches students to emigrant from Churches, thus now 
traditional Churches school are going on without students. 
Additionally interpretation of controversy was other face on guide of tourists/visitors; by 
different bodies like publisher books or journal. Also some untrained tour guides Debre 
Birhan Silassie painting of Trinity interprets Trinity as three brothers and painting of 
Philipos/Philip interprets as Yihuda/Jude (Aba W/Kirkos, interviewed, 12/08/2007(2015)).  
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Figure.4.7: Quskuam traditional, Ba’ata Gondare Akuakuam schools, and homily of 
St.Mikael Book 
Source: photo from Survey data, 2007(2015) 
Figure.4.8: painting of Debre Birhan Silassie Church and ruin Quskuam complex 
palace 
Source:  photo from Survey data, 2007(2015) 
Table.4.16: Concentration of government for Ethiopian Orthodox Tewahido 
Church heritages 
Items  Frequency Percent 
By your option, governmental bodies are giving 
appropriately concentration for Ethiopian Orthodox 
Tewahido Church heritages? 
 
Yes 54 32.9 
No 110 67.1 
Total 164 100.0 
Source: from Survey data: 2007(2015) 
As understood from table 4.16 above, 67.1% of the respondents indicated that governmental 
bodies are not give attentions for Ethiopia Orthodox Tewahido Church. Government doesn’t 
give attention for heritages. Because when you go to culture and tourism Office difficult to 
get qualified employees and most time wrong person at right place placement. Even most of 
Gonder city heritages are religious but don’t has employ priest in the office (Sisay, 
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Interviewed, 7/8/ 2007 E.C). While; the remaining (32.9%) of respondents indicated that 
governmental bodies are give attentions for Ethiopia Orthodox Tewahido Church.  
Table.4.17: Impact of Carnival on Epiphany celebration in Gondar city 
Items  Frequency Percent 
Do you think carnivals are negative impacts on 
Epiphany celebration in Gondar city? 
Yes 141 86.0 
No 23 14.0 
Total 164 100.0 
Source: from Survey data, 2007(2015) 
Table 4.18 above shows, from the total number of respondents 86% were responds carnival 
has negative impacts with celebration of Epiphany. “Afraid for Epiphany because at long 
time may replace carnival and why practiced this activities in the holy city” (Aba W/Kirkos, 
May, 2007 (2015)).  
Actually this type of celebration is not Ethiopian culture. Therefore, this type of carnival is no 
need for Gondar city but want to increase length of stay. It’s better to promote celebration of 
St. Michael, celebration of St. Giorgis, Lozama Mariam and others religious festivals are 
enough for increase of length of stay (Sisay, interviewed, 7/8/2007(2015)).  
The main idea of this carnival was increase tourist length of stay but some local community 
and some scholars are interprets indirect way. Actually name of carnival is changed Ethiopian 
in Gondar. Now office checking problems then go away or will change the time (Zewidu, 
head of Gondar city culture and tourism administration, interviewed, 19/08/2007(2015)). 
Among the total number of respondents 45.7% of the respondents inclined that no need of 
carnival while, 36.0% respondents were responds winter is good times for preparing of 
carnival, 3.0% respondents were choice it’s better to arrange on spring and 1.8% respondents 
indicate summer is good time for carnival. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
5. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
5.1. Conclusion 
The researcher focused about the contribution and challenges of Ethiopian Orthodox Tewahido 
Church for sustainable tourism development in Gonder city. The principle/pillar of 
sustainable tourism development is classified in to three, economical, socio-cultural and 
environmental benefits. As result the EOTC direct and indirect ways fulfill these criteria. 
Based on the finding, Ethiopian Orthodox Tewahido Church potential heritages assessed and 
discussed marvelous contribution for local communities and tourism industry in Gondar city. 
Source of information gets through visiting at a place/destination, Broadcast Media and 
different types of websites, and printed Media.  
Also the researcher inventor and recorded documented some EOTC potential heritages after 
1977 and 1979 with authority of culture and protection heritages.  
Ethiopian Orthodox Tewahido Church’s heritages have economic contribution both for local 
communities and government via tourism and, also it increase numbers of tourists from time 
to time. Thus, local communities were benefited from these church heritages. Through by 
given that accommodation, transportation, facilities, auxiliary, tour guide and shopping 
services and by providing supplies for these service providers and being an employee of them 
and heritage plan especially on celebrating of Epiphany. 
Festivals are the major attraction for tourists in Gondar city and EOTC has great role for sustainable 
tourism development. Government income is also increasing through different direction like 
entrance fee and taxes in accommodation tax, airport tax, sales tax, employee income tax 
from tourists which help the local government to plow for improvements in tourism 
infrastructure and that benefiting local community as well.  
In addition, Ethiopian Orthodox Tewahido Church heritages have socio cultural positive 
impacts on communities. Because Gondar city Ethiopian Orthodox Tewahido Church 
potential heritages are witnesses of Ethiopian civilization and distinctive cultural traditions of 
earlier period generations which are source of identity or symbols like wearing style and 
different festivals. 
Furthermore, EOTC contribute to solve problem among communities on meeting, Mehaber 
and Tsiwa Mehaber also participate decreasing of climate condition by forestation. 
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While, Ethiopian Orthodox Tewahido Church heritages have above mentioned contribution, 
also it has internal and external problems faced to limited contribution for development of 
Gonder city. It includes lack of management problem, lack of awareness about tourism and 
heritages conservation, lack of coordination with stakeholders and lack of attention from 
local government. For these reasons, heritages of EOTC are destructed/destructing, 
torn/tearing, and increase impacts of tourists and globalization. 
Also increase demonstration effects/acculturation for local life and spiritual life. For example, 
influence most of younger part to follow western culture and its own religious/culture assume 
as backwardness. 
Also UNESCO involvement is other challenge, like prohibition of Church/local communities 
to maintain and restore World religious heritages based on their interest. Finally Gondar city  
Church leaders, Local communities and scholars have negative attitude for preparing of 
carnival with Epiphany because of foreign culture and fear to replace Epiphany on a long 
period of time.  
5.2 Recommendations 
This study is showing contribution and challenges of Ethiopian Orthodox Tewahido Church 
heritages for stakeholders and planning mechanisms to competently and successfully use the 
contribution and to solve problems/challenges so as to enhance conservation of Gondar city 
Ethiopian Orthodox Tewahido Church heritages. Therefore, the researcher forwards the 
following recommendations. 
  Even if Gondar city Ethiopian Orthodox Tewahido Church has potential tourism 
resources, promotion about these resources is poor/weak. For this reason, the churches 
and local communities are not benefited from the resources as it is expected. So, Gondar 
city Ethiopian Orthodox Tewahido Church, Gondar city culture and tourism 
administration, and Broadcast Medias (Ethiopian Broadcast Media and Fana radio) 
should promote the heritages with collaboration and coordination. 
 The Ethiopian Orthodox Tewahido Church heritages are fragile and damaged by different 
reasons like interaction of domestic and international tourists and management of 
heritages conservations such as painting of Debre Birhan Silassie Church, Quskuam 
complex Church, palace, and wall fence and Church itself also Lideta Mariam and 
Yohannis Church wall fence are under risk. Thus, Gondar city diocese, Gondar city 
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culture and tourism administration and UNESCO should maintain and conserve heritages 
with integration. 
 All stakeholders (Laity/ faithful, Local communities, private sector, Local government 
and UNESCO) should involve in collaboration for planning and decision-making 
regarding to the management, protection and restoration of heritages. Also local 
communities should utilize the heritages and ensure the benefits derived from Gondar city 
Ethiopian Orthodox Tewahido Church tourism resources. 
 Even if Ethiopian Orthodox Tewahido Church heritages are generating high revenue, 
there are still lack of finance for the optimal conservation, management and maintenance 
of the heritages. Most Budget allocations take place annually. On the other hand, this 
might go in opposition to the essential principle of sustainable heritage running, 
maintaining and restoring, which is about taking a long-term viewpoint. So stakeholders, 
(Gondar city Ethiopian Orthodox Tewahido Church, Gondar city culture and tourism 
administration and UNESCO) should take immediate action, regarding to heritages 
management, restoration, conservation, direct budgeting from the revenue of the heritages 
and finding of fund from Governmental and non Governmental bodies. 
  Now days, most of EOTC heritages are damaging/tearing and stealing by different bodies 
because Gondar city diocese, Gondar city culture and tourism administration, tour guide, 
local communities, and UNESCO lacked coordination among them. As a result, these 
types of problems should be solved. 
 Most Gondar city Ethiopian Orthodox Tewahido Church servants and some communities 
have lack of skilled manpower and lack of awareness about tourism and heritages 
conservation. Thus, the personnel of the church and some local community should be 
managed in fair manner and continuous training and increasing awareness strategy   
should be given on short/long term basis in relation to safeguarding/conserving  the 
Church and Church treasuries in sustainable way and state their significances by 
stakeholders especially Gondar city culture and tourism administration with UNSCO. 
 Most Gondar city Ethiopian Orthodox Tewahido Churches are forested with indigenous 
plants. But some recently constructed Churches are foresting with eucalyptus plants. 
Therefore ancient Churches should share idea/ activities and experience to newly 
constructed Churches. 
 For interpreting and writing history and doctrine of Ethiopian Orthodox Tewahido 
Church, it requires religious knowledge about this church. Thus some tour guide and 
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scholars should improve knowledge by different mechanisms like reading church’s 
books, asking elders and well known scholars. 
 Most of Churches heritages are in the store and doesn’t give services. Based on these 
issues, now most of Churches made preparation to construct Museums to promote and 
generate income. If all churches are construct museums, it will be difficult to be visited 
by tourists as observed in Atatame Michael. For this reason, it is better to construct one 
central and modern Museum for all Churches. Otherwise, Menbere Mengist 
Medehanialem, Abiy Egize Kidane Mihiret and Debre Birhan Silassie Churches should 
construct rapidly their own museum because they have more heritages when compare to 
other Churches.  
 In Gondar city culture and tourism administration, it is difficult to get documented 
information about Ethiopian Orthodox Tewahido Church heritages. As result, Gondar city 
culture and tourism administration should discover record documents and study about 
heritages and publish well organized books, Magazines, brochures. 
 Now a day most of students graduating every year in the field of heritages and tourisms 
but difficult to get job in their  own fields because most of tourism sector/ tourism and 
culture offices held by unrelated professionals that mean wrong person at right place. 
Consequently, regional and local government should solve these types of problems. 
 In the Gonder city culture and tourism office, it is better to employ priest because most of 
Gonder city heritages are religious. Priests have better understanding as compared with 
others for church heritages and there is some untouched heritages by ordinary people like 
Tabot/covenants. Even inventory of heritages is makes easy because priests well known 
every directions. 
 Now a day most Church servants are emigrating from churches because management and 
administrational problems. Thus, Ethiopian Orthodox Tewahido Church should spread 
modern salary payment system and improve administrational problem top to bottom.  
 Gondar city Ethiopian Orthodox Tewahido Church servants doesn’t have pension. So 
Gondar city diocese should formulate pension for Church servants. 
 Most of Gonder city EOTC in surrounding constructs different unfriendly building like in 
Quskuam and Yehannis Churches surrounding even it has lack of cleanness especially 
traditional schools area and surroundings of Churches.  So stakeholders especially Gonder 
city diocese, andGondar city Culture and tourism office. Should be solved this types of 
problems brining awareness and formulate law for local community like disposal systems. 
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Also provided liquid, solid waste and toilet constructed to avoid the beauty of the 
surrounding each church with collaboration of stakeholders especially UNESCO.  
  Previous heritages documenting/recording each two years in federal level. Because the 
observed 1977 and 1979 documented EOTC heritages in Gonder city. But after 1979 
check in five churches heritages in federal level this year assume after 28 years. So 
Federal, regional and local government should coordinately inventor heritages annually 
because well known heritages and decreases any threat.   
 Some Churches which are unique heritages used to daily services like Crosses and Books 
hence those heritages are broken and tearing. So should be stopped to use daily services.  
 Most of Gondar city population in love of cultures but some younger part tries to follow 
western culture especially wearing style on celebrating Epiphany. So, should leave this 
foreign culture and better to increase it’s own culture, EOTC and Gondar city culture and 
tourism office should be aware about its own culture and religion. 
 Most of Churches doesn’t have clear demarcation and fence. As a result each Church 
boundary should be clearly demarcated and fenced supporting with GPS. Because this 
activity makes easy tourists to visit Churches. If exist such situation in churches like 
Quskuam and Yohannis Churches fence should be maintained by consulting conservation 
professional to be in a way of traditional one. 
 University of Gondar still doesn’t give more attention for EOTC heritages specific way. 
Also not used Ethionn calendar and not opened Ge’ez langusge, even if Gondar city is the 
one of educational centre of EOTC. 
Thus, University of Gondar should  participate different way like giving training about 
how to conserve and promote heritages, inventor and awareness for Churches servants 
and local community and should opened Ge’ez Language and used Ethiopian calendar 
with collaboration of Gondar city diocese, and culture and tourism administration.  
 Tourism is economical, social and cultural contribution obviously but it has negative 
impacts if not managed in sustainable way. As a result most of generations are under 
demonstration effects of western culture in this study, like western wearing style, 
decreasing spiritual life. Furthermore, Church itself and heritages assumes as 
traditional/backwardness. Due tourists and globalization are it’s own impacts for these 
problems. So Gondar city EOTC, culture and tourism and University of Gondar with 
collaborating stakeholder should give awareness about contribution of religious heritages 
and it’s culture. As well aware negative impacts of western culture for Church followers 
and local communities. 
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 In the some Churches Musems has controversy informations for visitors like homoliy of 
Mikael writ/inform as miracle of Mikakel. As a result, Museums should solve this types 
of problem. 
Future study directions by the researcher 
The researcher studied contribution and challenges of EOTC for STD. It is possible to 
work in the future in the following specific issues like about each one church’s books, 
traditional church schools, literature and art, structure of church also possible to work, 
roles and challenges of EOTC for heritages conservation and impact of tourism for 
religious site. 
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ጎ ንደርር ዩኒ ቨርሲቲ 
ቢዝነ ስና ኢኮኖሚሚክስ ኮሌጅ 
ቱሪዝም አስተዳደር ትምህርት ክĳል 
ለጎ ንደር ከተማ ነ ዋሪዎች የ ተዘጋጀ መረጃ መሰብብሰቢያ መćይቅ 
ዉድ የ ጎ ንደር ከተማ ነ ዋሪዎችŃ  
የ ዚህ መćይቅ ዓላማ የ ኢትዮጲያ ኦርቶዶክስ ተዋሂዶ ቤተ/ያን ለዘላቂ ልማት ቱሪዝም ያላት ሚና እና 
ፈተናዎችዋ መሰረት ያደረገ  ሲሆን በዋናነ ት  የ ሚያተኩረዉ በጎ ንደር ከተማ የ ኢትዮጲያ ኦርቶዶክስ 
ተዋሂዶ ቤተ/ያን ቅርሶችን እንደ ማሳያ (case study) በመዉሰድ ነ ዉ፡ ፡  
በመሆኑም እርሰዎ የ ጎ ንደር ከተማ ነ ዋሪ እንደመሆነ ዎ የ ሚሰĈት መረጃ በጎ ንደር ዩኒ ቨርስቲ በቱሪዝምና 
ቅርስ አስተዳደር ስር የ ማስተርስ ዲግሪ ማሟያ ለምሰራዉ Čናት ለእኔ መምህር መለሰ ሟረታ እንደ ዋና 
ግብአት ስለሚያገ ለግለገ ኝ ከዚህ በታች የ ተዘረዘሩትን Čያቄዎች በመመለስ እንዲተባበሩኝ በትህትና 
እćይቃለሁ፡ ፡  እርሰዎ የ ሚሰĈት መረጃ ለትምህርት አገ ልግሎት ብቻ የ ሚዉል ሲሆን መልሰዎ በሙሉ 
በምስĉር የ ተćበቀ ነ ው፡ ፡   
 
ለČናቱ መሳካት ለሚያደርጉልኝ ትብብር በቅድሚያ ከልብ አመሰግናለሁ፡ ፡   
 
ማሰታወሻ፡ - ለሚሰĈት ምላሽ በካሬዉ ዉስČ የ ቲክ ((√√)) ምልክት ያድርረጉń  
 ፡ - ክĳት ለሆኑ Čያቄዎቹ ደግሞ ሙሉ መልሶ ያኑሩበት፡  
 ፡ - ከአንድ በላይ መልስ መምረČ ይቻላል፡ ፡  
ክĳል አንድ፡   ግላዊ መረጃ  
A. ĭታ፡      ወንድ                  ሴት           
B.  ዕድሜ: ፡  20-29   30-39      40-49     50-59         >60 
C.  የ ትምህርት ደረጃ፡  መደበኛ ትምህርት ያልተከታተለ/ች     
የ መጀመሪያ ደረጃ ትምህርት ያćናቀቀ/ች     የ ሁለተኛ ደረጃ ትምህርት ያćናቀቀ/ች    
ዲፕሎማ ምሩቅ         ዲግሪ እና ከዚያ በላይ ምሩቅ 
D. በከተማይቱ ዉስČ የ ሚተዳደሩበት ሥራ_________________________________ 
ክĳል 2፡ ፡  ćቅላላ የ መረጃ Čያቄዎች 
1. ስለኢትዮጲያ ኦርቶዶክስ ተዋህዶ ቤተ/ያን ቅርሶች/ የ ቱሪስት መስህቦች መረጃ የ ሚያገ ኙት ከየ ት 
ነ ዉ? 
    ከኢትዮጲያ ኦርቶዶክስ ተዋህዶ ቤተ/ያን ድርገ Ĥ    ከመĬሄት   ቦታው ድርስ በመሄድ                
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   በቃል   ብሮድካስቲንግ ሚደያ     ከተለያዩ ከድህረ ገ ĭች ሁሉም 
2. ከኢትዮጲያ ኦርቶዶክስ ተዋህዶ ቤተ/ያን ቅርሶች የ አካባቢዉ ህብረተሰብ የ ተćቀመው Čቅም የ ትኛው? 
የ ኢኮኖሚ እድገ ት   ማህበራዊ መስተጋብር   የ ባህልትስስር   የ አየ ር ብክለትን መቀነ ስ  
   ሌላ ካለ ይČቀሱ_________________________________________ 
3. ከሚከተሉት በጎ ንድር ከተማ የ ኢትዮጲያ ኦርቶዶክስ ተዋህዶ ቤተ/ያን ቅርሶች መካከል በከĳተኛ 
ሁኔታ ለጎ ብኚዎች ሳቢ የ ሆነ ው  ቅርስ  የ ትኛው ነ ው? 
 ሙዜሞች    ስነ ፁĳና ስነ Čበብ      የ ቤተ/ያን  ደኖች      በአላቶች  
 ሌላ ካሎት____________________________________________ 
4.  ከሚከተሉት ባለድርሻ አካላት መካከል ቅርሶችን ተንከባክቦń ćብቆና ተቆČሮ ደረጃው እንደተćቀ 
የ ሚያስተላልፈው አካል የ ቱ ነ ው? 
ምእመናን      መሐበረሰቡ     የ ግሉ ዘርĳ      መንግስት     ሁሉም 
5. በእርሶ  አመለካከት መሰረት  በአብዛኛው ይህ ትውልድ የ ምእራቡ ባህል ተከታይ ነ ው ብሎ ያስባሉ 
አው  አይደለም 
 መልሶ አው ከሆነ  እባኮ ያብራሩት____________________________________ 
6. በእርሶ እይታ መሰረት የ ኢትዮጲያ ኦርቶዶክስ ተዋህዶ ቤተ/ያን ቅርሶችዋንń  በአላቶችń ስነ ፁĳና 
ስነ Čበብń  ሙዜሞችና የ ቤተ/ያን ደኖች ለዘላቂ ቱሪዝም እድገ ት አስተዋĥ አላቸው ብሎ ያምናሉ? 
     አው                  አላምንም 
7. ለČያቄ ቁČር 6Ń  መልሶ አላምንም ካሉ ምክንያቱ ምንድን ነ ዉ ይላሉ? 
    ግንዛቤ አለመኖር    የ ዕዉቀትና የ ክህሎት ችግር     እድሉን አለማግኘት           
    ሌላ ካለ 
ይግለፁ__________________________________________________ 
8. የ ኢትዮጲያ ኦርቶዶክስ ተዋህዶ ቤተ/ያን ቅርሶች/ የ ቱሪስት መስህቦች የ ቱሪስቱን ቁČር ጨምሯል 
ብለዉ ያስባሉ? 
      አዎ                              አላስብም 
9. ለČያቄ ቁČር 8 መልሰዎ አዎ ከሆነ  የ ቱሪስት ĳሰቱ በመጨመሩ የ አካባቢዉ ህብረተሰብ የ ደረሰበት 
ችግር አለ ብለዉ ያምናሉ? 
      አምናለዉ                                አላምንም 
10. ለČያቄ ቁČር 9 መልሰዎ አምናለሁ ከሆነ  በአካባቢዉ ነ ዋሪ ላይ የ ደረሰ ችግር ምንድን ነ ዉ 
ይላሉ? 
  የ ሴት አዳሪነ ት መስııት      የ ሸቀčች ዋጋ መጨመር     የ ባህል መበረዝ          
     የ አካባቢ ብክለት      ዝርĲያና ቅመያ          ሁሉ 
   ሌላ ካለ ይČቀሱ_________________________________________________ 
11.  መንፈሳዊ አለማቀĳ የ ሆነ  ቅርሶችን ህብርተሰቡ በፈለገ ው ጊዜና ቦታ ማደስም ሆነ  መćገ ን 
ይችላል? 
         አው                   አይችልም  
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    መልሶ አው  ከሆነ  እባኮ ይČቀሱ_____________________________________                               
    መልሶ አይችልም   ከሆነ  እባኮ ይČቀሱ_________________________________ 
12. በጎ ንደር ከተማ የ ኢትዮጲያ ኦርቶዶክስ ተዋህዶ ቤተ/ያን ቅርሶችን ለዘላቂ ቱሪዝም ልማት 
እንዳይውሉ ከሚያደርጉት  እንቅıቶቹ/ትግዳሮቶቹ  መካከል በተለይ ስር የ ሰደደ ችግር  የ ትኛው 
ነ ው ብሎ ያስባሉ?  
    ከባለድርሻ አካላት የ ቅንጅት ችግር      ሎላዊነ ት       ዩንስኮ              
    የ ግንዛቤ እČረት      ቱሪሰቶች     መንፈሳዊ ቅርሶችን ገ ቢያ ተኮር ማድርግ 
13. ከሚከተሉት ፈተናዎች ውስČ በጎ ንድር ከተማ በኢትዮጲያ ኦርቶዶክስ ተዋህዶ ቤተ/ያን ላይ ያለው 
ፈተና የ ቱ ነ ው? 
    የ አስተዳደር ችግር      ሙስና     ተሃድሶ       የ ቅርስ ስርቆት  
    የ ሰለćነ  የ ሰው ኀይል  እČረት           ሁሉም 
    ሌላ ካሎት____________________________________________ 
14. ከሚከተሉት የ ኢትዮጲያ ኦርቶዶክስ ተዋህዶ ቤተ/ያን ቅርሶች መካከል የ ትኛወ ቅርስ ነ ው በከĳተኛ 
አደጋ ውስČ ያለው ብሎ ያስባሉ? 
ሙዜሞች       በአላቶች      ስነ ጹĳና ስነ Čበብ         የ ቤተ/ያን ደኖች 
15. በእርሶ እይታ መሰረት የ መንግስት አካላት የ ኢትዮጲያ ኦርቶዶክስ ተዋህዶ ቤተ/ያን ቅርሶችን  
ትኩረት ይሰĊሉ ብሎ ያስባሉ? 
      አው                              አላስብም 
    መልሶ አላስብም ከሆነ  እባኮ ያብራሩት______________________________ 
16. ካርኒቫል ከČምቅት ጎ ን ለጎ ን መዘጋጀቱ አሉኝታዊ ተĤኖ አለው ብሎ ያስባሉ?  
  አው                           አላስብም 
17. ለČያቄ ቁČር 16 መልሶ አው ከሆነ  ከሚከተሉት ወቅቶች መካከል የ ትኛው ወቅት ነ ው ካርኒቫሉ 
ቢዘጋጅ የ ተሻለ ወቅት ሚሆነ ው?  
በጭራሹ አያስፈልግም      መከር      በጋ    ከረምት 
18. ሌላ ተጨማሪ የ ሚሉት ነ ገ ር ካለ?______________________________________ 
 
ለČናቱ መሳካት ላደረጉልኝ ትብብር በድጋሚ አመሰግናለሁ!! 
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ጎ ንደርር ዩኒ ቨርሲቲ 
ቢዝነ ስና ኢኮኖሚሚክስ ኮሌጅ 
ቱሪዝም ማንጅመንት ትምህርት ክĳል 
ለጎ ንደር ከተማ የ ኢትዮጲያ ኦርቶዶክስ ተዋህዶ ቤተ/ያን አገ ልጋዮች  የ ተዘጋጋጀ መረጃ መሰብብሰቢያ 
ቃለ መćይቅ 
ዉድ የ የ ጎ ንደር ከተማ የ ኢትዮጲያ ኦርቶዶክስ ተዋህዶ ቤተ/ያን አገ ልጋዮች Ń  
የ ዚህ መćይቅ ዓላማ የ ኢትዮጲያ ኦርቶዶክስ ተዋሂዶ ቤተ/ያን ለዘላቂ ቱሪዝም ልማት ያላት ሚና እና 
ፈተናዎችዋ መሰረት ያደረገ  ሲሆን በዋናነ ት  የ ሚያተኩረዉ በጎ ንደር ከተማ የ ኢትዮጲያ ኦርቶዶክስ 
ተዋሂዶ ቤተ/ያን ቅርሶችን እንደ ማሳያ (case study) በመዉሰድ ነ ዉ፡ ፡  
በመሆኑም እርሰዎ የ ጎ ንደር ከተማ ነ ዋሪ እንደመሆነ ዎ የ ሚሰĈት መረጃ በጎ ንደር ዩኒ ቨርስቲ በቱሪዝምና 
ቅርስ አስተዳደር ስር የ ማስተርስ ዲግሪ ማሟያ ለምሰራዉ Čናት ለእኔ መምህር መለሰ ሟረታ እንደ ዋና 
ግብአት ስለሚያገ ለግለገ ኝ ከዚህ በታች የ ተዘረዘሩትን Čያቄዎች በመመለስ እንዲተባበሩኝ በትህትና 
እćይቃለሁ፡ ፡  እርሰዎ የ ሚሰĈት መረጃ ለትምህርት አገ ልግሎት ብቻ የ ሚዉል ሲሆን መልሰዎ በሙሉ 
በምስĉር የ ተćበቀ ነ ው፡ ፡   
 
ለČናቱ መሳካት ለሚያደርጉልኝ ትብብር በቅድሚያ ከልብ አመሰግናለሁ፡ ፡   
 ćቅላላ የ መረጃ Čያቄዎች 
1. የ ኢትዮጲያ ኦርቶዶክስ ተዋሂዶ ቤተ/ያን ለዘላቂ ቱሪዝም እድገ ት የ ምታደርገ ው ሚና ምንድነ ው ብሎ  
ያስባሉ? 
2. በጎ ንደር ከተማ ዘላቂ ቱሪዝምን ለማሳደግ መንፈሳዊ ቅርሶች ምን አይነ ት እድል አላቸው? 
3. የ Čምቀት ክብረ በዓል ሲከበር ሌሎች የ ቤተ/ያን ቅርሶቹን ያስትዋውቃሉ 
4.  ቅርሶቹን ለመćበቅና ለማስተዋወቅ ከመንግስትም ሆነ  ከግሉ ዘርĳ ምን ትćብቃላቹ? 
5. ቱሪሰቶችን በማርካ በኩል  ቤተ/ያንዋ ምን አይነ ት አስተዋĭ ያደረገ ች ነ ው? 
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6.  ከመንፈሳዊ ቅርሶች ለተለያዩ ባለደርሻ አካላት Čቅም በማሳደግ በኩልስ በምን አይነ ት መንገ ድ 
የ ሰራቹ ነ ው? 
7. በኢትዮጲያ ኦርቶዶክስ ተዋሂዶ ቤተ/ያን ላይ ዘላቂ ቱሪዝምን ለማልማት ምን አይነ ት ፈተናዎች 
አሉባት ይላሉ? 
8. በእንተ በኩል ችግሮቹን ለመቀነ ስ/ለመĳታት ምን ያደረጋቹ ነ ው? 
9. ችግርቹን እደይቀንሱ/መĳተሄ እንዳያገ ኙ የ ሚያደርጋቹ ችግርች ምን ምንድናቸው? 
10. ሌላ ተቸማሪ የ ሚሉት ነ ገ ር 
ካለ?_______________________________________  
በድጋሚ ስለሰĈኝ ቃለ መćይቅ ከልብ አመሰግናለሁ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Ax.1: questionnaire and interview 
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College of Business and Economics 
Department of Tourism Management 
Questionnaires to be filled by tour guides and tourists 
Dear tour guide and tourists 
The aims of this questionnaire are to gather the relevant data on the contribution and 
challenges of Ethiopian Orthodox Tewahido Church (EOTC) for sustainable tourism 
development in Gondar City as part of master thesis being conducted by Melese Moareta 
post graduate student of tourism and management in the department of tourism management.                                  
The main objective of this study is to assess the contribution of EOTC and challenges for 
sustainable tourism development. Thus your responses are highly significant in determining 
the success of this study. Therefore you are kindly and honestly requested to objectively and 
genuinely respond to all items of the questions. The data collected will be beneficial for 
academic propose only. All individual information will be kept secret. 
Instruction:   
 No need of writing your name. 
 Mark (X) in the box of your choice for closed questions and write your full answer in 
the blank space for open ended questions. 
 
 
Part one: Personal information/back ground 
1. Sex:                         Male                                             Female  
2.  Age:             20-29                 30-39             40-49             50-59                    >60 
3.  Educational level:  Uneducated             elementary school completed                
       High school completed              Diploma              degree and above 
Part two: General informative question  
1. Where do you get information about Ethiopian Orthodox Tewahido Church heritages? 
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EOTC Website      Visiting at a place         Magazine       Oral        Broadcasting media          
Different websites            All         
     Others__________________________________________                              
2. What are local community benefits from Ethiopian Orthodox Tewahido Church heritages 
in Gondar city? 
Economically benefits             Socially interaction             Cultural exchange 
     Decreasing of climate changes           All    
     Others___________________________________  
3. Among the following Ethiopian Orthodox Tewahido Church heritages, which one is/are 
the most attractive heritages for tourists in Gondar city? 
Museums      Literature and Art        Church forest       Festivals         All  
4. Among the following bodies that has/have the stake in maintaining, sustaining and 
supervising their standard? 
Laity/ faithful           Local community            Private sector          Local government          
All  
5. Do you think that, most of these generations are follower of westernization culture in 
Gondar city? 
Yes  No 
     If your answer is Yes please explain___________________________________________ 
6. Do you think that, Ethiopian Orthodox Tewahido Church’s heritages (Forests, Museums, 
Festivals, Literature and Art) are contributing for local community? 
Yes                                          No   
7. If your answer is No question 6, why not benefit local community from Ethiopian 
Orthodox Tewahido Church’s heritages? 
Lack of awareness            Lack of skills and knowledge            Lack of opportunities 
Others________________________________________  
8. Do you think that, Ethiopian Orthodox Tewahido Church’s heritages help to increase 
number of tourists? 
Yes  No 
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9. If your answer is Yes, question 8, is any challenges occur for local community from 
increase of tourists? 
Yes No 
10. If your answer is Yes question 9, what types problem occur for local community? 
Increasing of prostitution           Increasing price of goods            Culture shock     
Environmental pollution            Increasing of theft and Robbery          all 
    Others_____________________________________________________     
11. Religious World heritages are possible to maintain and reconstruct by local community at 
any time?           
Yes  No 
If your answer is Yes, please explain_____________________________________  
     If your answer is No, please explain_____________________________________  
12. What is/are more the factors that challenges/hinder the religious heritages to sustainable 
tourism development? 
 Lack of coordination with stakeholders        Globalization            lack of awareness        
 UNESCO          Tourists         Commoditization of spiritual heritages All 
Others______________________________________________ 
13. Among the following challenges, which one is/are the most problem for Ethiopian 
Orthodox Tewahido Church in Gondar City 
     Management problem              theft and illicit trafficking of heritages           Corruption            
     Heretic/Tehadiso                Lack of skilled manpower           All  
    Others_______________________________________  
14.  Among the following Ethiopian Orthodox Tewahido Church heritages, which one is the 
most at risk level in Gondar City? 
Museums           Festivals         Literature and Art Forest All 
15. By your option, governmental bodies are giving appropriately concentration for Ethiopian 
Orthodox Tewahido Church heritages in Gondar city? 
   Yes       No   
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     If your answer is No, please explain________________________________ 
16. Do you think that, carnival has negative impacts on Epiphany celebration in Gondar city? 
      Yes            No  
17. If your answer Yes for question 16,which season is enhanced to prepare celebration of 
carnival in Gondar City 
       No need             Spring             Winter Summer     
18. Do you have anything to add_________________________________________________ 
Thank you very much for responding the questions 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
University of Gondar, Ethiopia 
College of Business and Economics 
Department of Tourism Management 
Interview questions for administration of Churches and culture and tourism employees 
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The aims of this questionnaire are to gather the relevant data on the contribution and 
challenges of Ethiopian Orthodox Tewahido Church (EOTC) for sustainable tourism 
development in Gondar City as part of master thesis being conducted by Melese Moareta 
post graduate student of tourism and management in the department of tourism management. 
The main objective of this study is to assess the contribution of EOTC and challenges for 
sustainable tourism development. Thus your responses are highly significant in determining 
the success of this study. Therefore you are kindly and honestly requested to objectively and 
genuinely respond to all items of the questions. The data collected will be beneficial for 
academic propose only. All individual information will be kept secret. 
General informative interview  
1. What are the roles of Ethiopian Orthodox Tewahido Church heritages for sustainable 
tourism development? ____________________________________________ 
2. What are the developmental opportunities of sustainable tourism through religious 
heritages taking in Gondar city? 
3. Do you promote other Ethiopian Orthodox Tewahido Church heritages on celebration 
of Epiphany?  
4. What do you expect from other bodies such as local government and private tourism 
sectors to conserve and promote religious heritages?  
5. What things are doing on the side of you to satisfy the tourists   
6. What do you think about the way of maximizing the benefits of the different 
stakeholders from religious heritages? ______________________________________  
7. What are the challenges of Ethiopian Orthodox Tewahido Church to the sustainable 
tourism development? _________________________________________________ 
8. What things are doing on the side of your sector to decrease/solve the problem for 
religious heritages?  
9. Is any factors affecting hinders/challenges to solving problem?   
10. If there are remaining points that you want to add, you are welcome.  
Thank you very much for responding the questions 
Ax. 2: Some Gondar city EOTC registration/documentation heritages  
 The 1977 registered Gondar city Debre Birhan Silassie heritages that check in 2007/2015 
No_  Name  Code  No_  Name  Code  
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1 Awid/Almanac H1-V- 14 26 Zena Silassie/news of 
Trinity 
H1-IV-20 
2 Tsiwa/Ablution H1-V-4 27 Dirsan Mehanawi  H1-IV-18 
3 sinina biret H1-V-15 28 Gibire himamat/Act of 
Religious  
H1-IV-6 
4 sinina biret  H1-V-13 29 Fiteha negest/Law of King H1-IV-10 
5 Yemetsor Meskel  H1-V-5 30 Haimanete Abew/Book of 
faith of Father 
H1-IV-2 
6 Yeij Meskel/Hand of 
Cross/hand cross 
H1-V-12 31 Kibre negest/ Law of King  H1-IV-3 
7 Yemitsir Meskel H1-V-8 32 Teamire Mariam/ 
Miracle of Mary 
 
H1-IV-1 
8 Yeij Meskel/Hand of 
Cross/Hand of Cross  
H1-V-9 33 Sink sar  H1-IV-4 
9 Awid/Almanac  H1-V-6 34 Mahilet Tsige  H1-IV-27 
10 Yemitsir Meskel H1-V-10 35 Kerlos  H1-IV-25 
11 Yemitsir Meskel H1-V-3 36 Miraf  H1-IV-24 
12 Yemitsir Meskel H1-V-4 37 Teamire Eyesus/  
Miracle of Jesus 
H1-IV-23 
13 Yemitsir Meskel H1-V-7 38 Areba’atu Wengile/ 
Fouth Gospel  
H1-IV-12 
14 Qachil/Bell H1-V-19 39 Teamire Eyesus/ 
Miracle of Jesus  
H1-IV-13 
15 Qachil/Bell H1-V-18 40 Dirsane Mikael/ 
Homily Mikael 
H1-IV-7 
16 Kura;ate Eris  H1-III-1 41 Sink sar H1-IV-8 
17 Tetatafi siel Giorgis H1-III-3 42 Tsome dugua  H1-IV-26 
18 Misle fikurwelda/ 
painting of Mary with 
Son  
H1-III-2 43 Zimari mewasit  H1-IV-22 
19 Sile sine sikilet  H1-III-4 44 Dawit /Psalm  H1-IV-21 
20 Metsafe Kiddase/  
Book of Liturgy  
H1-IV-16 45 Debre silassie Gedam 
/Monastery of Debre Birhan 
Silassie 
H1-I-1 
21 Arganon Book H1-IV-19 46 Tsahil  H1-V-16 
22 MetsafeMetsafe/ 
Book of Liturgy  
H1-IV-17 47 Sile Mikael/ 
painting of Mikael  
H1-III-7 
23 Metsehafe dugua H1-IV-15 48 Misile Rufael  H1-III-6 
24 Metsehafe Ginzet/Book 
of cere  
H1-IV-14 49 Misile fikur welda/ 
painting of Mary with Son  
H1-III-5 
25 Dirsane Mikael/ 
Homily of Mikael 
H1-IV-9 50 Arba’atuWngile/ 
Fourth Gospel 
H1-IV-5 
lost 
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Gondar city Debre Brehan Silassie heritages (secondary and survey 2007(2015)) 
Newly registration Debre Brihan Silassie heritages on 2007/2015  
No_ Name Code  
1 Akilel/crowns ET-AM-GR-V-01 
2 Yeij Meskel/Hand of Cross/ 
Hand of Cross  
ET-AM-GR-V-02 
3 Yemetsor Meskel  ET-AM-GR-IV-03 
4 Teamire Eyesus/ Miracle of Jesus  ET-AM-GR-IV-01 
Newly registered Gondar city Debre Brehan Silassie heritages (secondary and survey 
data, 2007(2015)) 
The 1977 registered Gondar city Member Mengist Medehanialem heritages that check in 
2007/2015 
No_ Name Code  No
_ 
Name Code  
1 Siele sine sikilet H1-III-10 38 Mesebe Werk H1-V-57 
2  Misle fikure Welda/painting 
of Mary with Son 
H1-III-11 39 Megonatsefia/Robe  H1-V-68 
3 Gedile/Act of/ Tekle 
haimanot  
H1-IV-43 40 Ye Awid libs/Almanac  H1-V-69 
4 Temire Eyesus/ 
Miracle of Jesus  
H1-IV-42 41 Ye Awid libs/Almanac  H1-V-70 
5 Gebire Haimanot/ act of 
Religious 
H1-IV-41 42 Mesobe Werk H1-V-65 
6 Yehonnis Afewrk H1-IV-63 43 Mesobe Werk H1-V-59 
7 Metsafe Kiddase/Book of 
Liturgy  
H1-IV-62 44 Tsina  H1-V-56 
8 Dirsane Gebrael/ 
Homily of Gebrael 
H1-IV-40 45 Akilel/crowns  H1-V-49 
9 Gebire Haimanot/act of 
Religious 
H1-IV-59 46 Tsina  H1-V-53 
10 Fiteha negest/Law of King  H1-IV-56 47 Akilel/crowns  H1-V-55 
11 Teamire Mariam/ 
Miracle of Mary  
H1-IV-55 48 Merewa  H1-V-71 
12 Haimanete Abew/Book of 
faith of Father 
H1-IV-57 49 Qachil/Bell  H1-V-60 
13 Teamire Mariam/ 
Miracle of Mary 
H1-IV-48 50 Qachil/Bell H1-V-62 
14 Arba’atu Wengel  H1-IV-49 51 Qachil/Bell H1-V-52 
15 Dirsane MebaTsion/ 
Homily of  Meba Tsion 
H1-IV-46 52 Yemetsor Meskel  H1-V-43 
16 Dugua  H1-IV-45 53 Yemetsor Meskel H1-V-37 
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17 Kirlos/book of Kirlos H1-IV-64 60 Dawit /Psalm  H1-IV-50 
18 Esayas/Isaiah/Book of Isaiah H1-IV-65 61 Teamire Mariam/Miracle 
of Mary  
H1-IV-47 
19 Kidan/Testament  H1-IV-67 62 Dirsane Mikael/ 
Homily of Mikael  
H1-IV-66 
20 Qachil/Bell  H1-IV-46 63 Yedibaba Gulilat  H1-IV-63 
21 Etse Meskel/Herb of Cross/ 
Herb of Cross  
H1-IV-40 64 Sink sar  H1-IV-44 
22 Yeij Meskel/Hand of 
Cross/Hand of Cross  
H1-IV-42 65 Medibil/assortment  H1-IV-68 
23 Tsiwa H1-V-48 66 Zimari Mewasit  H1-IV-69 
24 Tsahil  H1-V-44 67 Metsahafe Christina/ 
Book of Baptism  
H1-IV-70 
25 Yemetsor Meskel  H1-V-38 68 Tsome dugua  H1-IV-71 
26 Yemetsor Meskel H1-V-36 69 Sink sar /Yemenfek H1-IV-57 
27 Yeras Werk  H1-V-61 70 Mieraf/Book of epoch  H1-IV-72 
28 Qachil/Bell    H1-V-51 71 Metsahafe Christina/ 
Book of Baptism   
H1-IV-74 
29 Yeij Meskel/Hand of Cross H1-V-45 72 MetsahafeChristina/ 
Book of Baptism  
H1-IV-75 
30 Tsiwa H1-V-47 73 Seatat  H1-IV-75 
31 Tsahil  H1-V-58 74 Ginzet/Book of cere  H1-IV-58 
32 Awid/Almanac  H1-V-54 75 Sink sar/Yemenfek/ H1-IV-53 
33 Yeij Meskel/Hand of Cross  H1-V-41 76 Zimare mewasit  H1-IV-52 
34 Jantila/Umbrella /Umbrella H1-V-67 77 Pawulos/Paul  H1-IV-54 
35 Sinina Biret  H1-V-50 78 Arganon  H1-IV-61 
36 Kuskust  H1-V-64 79 WudassieAmlak/ 
Praise of God 
H1-IV-60 
37 Kuskust H1-V-66 80 Aridet  H1-IV-76 
Gondar city Menbere mengist Medehanialem heritages (secondary and survey data, 
2007(2015)) 
Newly registered Member Mengist Medehanialem heritages 2007/2015 
No_ Name Code  
1 Yemitsor Meskel  ET-AM-GR-V-02 
2 Yeij Meskel/Hand of Cross/Hand of 
Cross  
ET-AM-GR-V-01 
3 Wengile Yehonnis/Gospel of John ET-AM-GR-IV-10 
4 Wengile beamarignabege’ez/ 
Gospel with Amharic &Ge’ez 
ET-AM-GR-IV-03 
5 Dawit/Psalm  ET-AM-GR-IV-09 
6 Neger Mariam  ET-AM-GR-IV-04 
7 Esayas/Isaiah  ET-AM-GR-IV-05 
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8 Gedile /act of/Adam ET-AM-GR-IV-06 
9 Kuskusit  ET-AM-GR-V-03 
Newly registered Gondar city Menbere Mengist Medehanialem heritages (secondary 
and survey data, 2007(2015)) 
The 1977 registered Gondar city Gimja Bet Mariam heritages that check in 2007/2015 
No Name  Code  No_ Name  Code  
1 Siele misle fikure Welda/ 
painting of Mary with Son 
H1-III-12 25 wudassieYehonnis/ 
praise of John 
H1-IV-109 
2 Siele Kidane Mihiret/ painting 
of Kidane Mihiret 
H1-III-13 26 Tselote Etan/Book of 
prayer incense 
H1-IV-110 
3 Siele misle fikureWelda/ 
painting of Mary with Son 
H1-III-14 27 Mieraf/Book of epoch  H1-IV-111 
4 Siele misle fikureWelda/ 
painting of Mary with Son 
H1-III-15 28 Mieraf/Book of epoch  H1-IV-112 
5 Yehannis Afewrk H1-IV-89 29 Zik  H1-IV-113 
6 Wengil/Gospel H1-IV-90 30 Metsehafe kiros/Book 
of Baptism  
H1-IV-114 
7 Dawit /Psalm  H1-IV-91 31 Awid/Almanac  H1-V-101 
8 Sink sar  H1-IV-92 32 Gashana Anfiro  H1-V-102 
9 Teamire Mariam/Miracle of 
Mary  
H1-IV-93 33 Gashana Anfiro H1-V-103 
10 Arganon  H1-IV-94 34 Megonatsefia/Robe H1-V-104 
11 Metsafe Kidassie/Book of 
liturgy    
H1-IV-95 35 Qachil/Bell  H1-V-105 
12 Dugua  H1-IV-96 36 Mesobe Werk  H1-V-97 
13 Metsafe Kidassie/Book of 
liturgy    
H1-IV-97 37 Adikil  H1-V-98 
14 Negere Mariam  H1-IV-98 38 Yemetsor Meskel  H1-V-89 
15 Haimanete Abew/Book of 
faith of Father 
H1-IV-99 39 Yemetsor Meskel H1-V-90 
16 Sink sar/Yemeskerem/  H1-IV-100 40 Tsiwa H1-V-91 
17 Mekidime Gubae  H1-IV-101 41 Yemetsor Meskel  H1-V-92 
18 Teamire Eyesus/ Miracle of 
Jesus 
H1-IV-102 42 Yeij Meskel/Hand of 
Cross/Hand of Cross  
H1-V-93 
19 Fews Menfesawi  H1-IV-103 43 Yeij Meskel/Hand of 
Cross 
H1-V-94 
20 Mewasit  H1-IV-104 44 Tsina  H1-V-95 
21 Metsafe Dawit /Book of 
Psalm  
H1-IV-105 45 Yeij Meskel/Hand of 
Cross 
H1-V-96 
22 G/Menfes Kidus  H1-IV-106 46 Tsiwa H1-V-99 
23 Amade Mistir/pillar of 
Church book   
H1-IV-107 47 Tsahilh H1-V-100 
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24 Dawit /Psalm  H1-IV-108 
Gondar city Gimja Bet heritages (secondary and researcher’s own survey 2007(2015)) 
The 1977 registered Gondar city Atatame Mikael heritages that check in 2007/2015 by 
Ethiopian Minister of Culture and Tourism  
No_  Name  Code  No Name  Code  
1  Dirsane Mikael /Homily of  
Mikael 
H1-III-16 9 Zimare Mewasit  H1-IV-123 
2 Sink sar /Yemegabit/  H1-IV-115 10 Dirsane Mikael/ 
Homily of Mikael  
H1-IV-124 
3 Sink sar /Yemeskerem/  H1-IV-112 11 Teamire Mikaelna 
Gebrael/ Homily of 
Mikael & Gebrael 
H1-IV-125 
4 Arba’atu Wengil H1-IV-116 12 Metsehafe/Book of/ 
Samual  
H1-IV-127 
5 Metsafe Kidassie/Book of 
liturgy    
H1-IV-117 13 Ginzet/Book of cere  H1-IV-118 
6 Teamire Mariam/Miracle 
of Mary 
H1-IV-119 14 Awid/Almanac  H1-IV-118 lost  
7 Teamire Eyesus/ Miracle 
of Jesus  
H1-IV-120 15 Awid/Almanac  H1-IV-119 lost  
8 Haimanete Abew/Book of 
faith of Father 
H1-IV-121 16 Yemetsor Meskel  H1-V-110 lost 
Gondar city Atatame Mikael heritages (secondary and survey data 2007(2015)) 
Newly registered Gondar city Atatame Mikeal heritages on 2007/2015 by Ethiopian Minister 
of Culture and Tourism  
No_  Name  Code  
1  Yemetsor Meskel  ET-AM-GR-V-01 
2 Haimanete Abew/Book of 
faith of Father 
ET-AM-GR-IV-01 
3 Teamire Mariam/Miracle of 
Mary  
ET-AM-GR-IV-02 
Newly registered Gondar city Atatame Mikeal heritages 2007/2015 (secondary and 
survey data, 2007(2015))  
The 1977 registered Gondar city Abiy Egize K/ Mihireret heritages that check in 2007/2015  
No Name  Code No Name  Code 
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1 Pawlos/Paul   H1-IV-530 11 Gedile Abiy Egize H1- IV-534 
2 Wangle/Gospel H1-IV-531 12 Tsome dugua  H1- IV-537 
3 Sinina biret  H1-V-358 13 Tsome dugua  H1- IV-536 
4 Biret  H1-V-359 14 Gibire himamat/Act of 
Religious  
H1- IV-522 
5 Mesobe werk  H1-V-360 15 Sink sar  H1- IV-524 
6 Yemitsar Meskel  H1-V-347 16 Sink sar H1- IV-523 
7 Yemitsar Meskel H1-V-348 17 Ginzet/Book of cere  H1- IV-525 
8 Akilel/crowns  H1-V-361 18 Dirsane K/Mihiret H1- IV-532 
9 Tselote Etan/Book 
of prayer incense 
H1-IV-538 19 Wengil/Gospel  H1- IV-521 
10 Zimare Mewasit  H1-IV-535 20 Teamire Eyesus/ Miracle 
of Jesusina Teamire 
Mariam/Miracle of Mary 
H1- IV-528 
21 Teamire Eyesus/ 
Miracle of Jesus 
H1- IV-527    
22 Dugua  H1- IV-526 38 Akilel/crowns  H1-V-106 
23 Yehonnis Afewerk H1- IV-529 39 Teamire Mariam/Miracle 
of Mary  
H1-IV-11 
24 Megonatsefia/Robe  H1-V-123 40 Gedile /act of/ Merkerios  H1-IV-533 
25 Yemitsar Meskel H1-V-109 41 Misle fikur welda/painting 
of Mary with Son  
H1-III-41 
26 Qachil/Bell  H1-V-122 42 Tsiwa H1-V-355 
27 Kendil  H1-V-121 43 Siele Merikerios/painting 
of Merikerios 
H1-III-43 
28 Etse Meskel/Herb of 
Cross/ Herb of Cross  
H1-V-115 44 Yeij Meskel/Hand of 
Cross/Hand of Cross  
H1-V-354 
29 yemitsar Meskel H1-V-105 45 Yeij Meskel/Hand of 
Cross 
H1-V-353 
30 Etse Meskel/Herb of 
Cross 
H1-V-114 46 Yemitsar Meskel  H1-V-349 
31 Yeij Meskel/Hand of 
Cross/Hand of Cross  
H1-V-112 47 Qachil/Bell  H1-V-356 
32 Tselot Etan/Book of 
prayer incense 
H1-V-126 48 Sahil  H1-V-357 
33 Tsiwa H1-V-116 49 Yemitsar Meskel H1-V-352 
34 Yeij Meskel/Hand of 
Cross/Hand of Cross  
H1-V-113 50 Etse Meskel/Herb of 
Cross/ Herb of Cross  
H1-V-350 
35 Tsiwa H1-V-117 51 Yeij Meskel/Hand of 
Cross/Hand of Cross  
H1-V-351 lost  
36 Tsahil  H1-V-120 52 Siele abiy Egize  H1-III-44 lost  
37 Akilel/crown H1-V-107 53 Siele Silassie  H1-III-42 lost  
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Gondar city Abiy Egize K/Mihiret heritages (secondary and survey data, 2007(2015))   
Newly registered Ministry of Culture and Tourism at 2007/2015 
No_ Name  Code 
1 Dirsane kidane Mihiret/ 
Homily of K/Mihiret 
ET-AM-GR-IV-03 
2 Gedile /act of/ abiy Egize  ET-AM-GR-IV-04  
3 Gedile /act of/  Merkerios  ET-AM-GR-IV- 01 
4 Dirsane Mikael/Homily of 
Mikael  
ET-AM-GR-IV-02 
5 Mieraf/Book of epoch  ET-AM-GR-IV-06 
6 Metsehaf Timket/Book of 
Epiphany 
ET-AM-GR-IV-11 
7 Metsafe Kiddase /Book of 
Anaphora   
ET-AM-GR-IV-05 
8 Gedile/act of/ abiy Egize ET-AM-GR-IV-07 
9 Bell  ET-AM-GR-V-01 
10 Metsafe Kidassie/Book of  
Liturgy Mary 
ET-AM-GR-IV-10 
11 Abushaher  ET-AM-GR-IV-08 
12 Tsome dugua  ET-AM-GR-IV-09 
Newly registered Ministry of Culture and Tourism (secondary and survey data, 
2007(2015))  
 
The 1977 registered Gondar city Adebabay Eyesus heritages   
No_ Name  Amount 
1 Tinshu Qachil/ Small Bell Cymbals  1 
2 Tsiwa kidane Yelelew/ Chalice without cover 1 
3 Akilel/crowns (Yebre)  1 
4 Telk dewil/ big Bell 1 
5 dewil mekakelegna/ Medium Bell 1 
6 Digua  1 
7 Tamire Eyesus/Mircle of Jesus 1 
8 Ginzet/Book of cere  1 
9 Sink sar  1 
10 Metsafe Kiddassie /Book of liturgy   2 
11 Arba;atu Wengil/ fourth Gospel 2 
12 Metsafe Dawit/ Book of Psalm   1 
13 Teamire Mariam/Miracle of Mary 1 
14 Tselot Etan/prayer of frankincense 1 
15 Metsafe Christina/Book of baptism 1 
16 Yehannis Afewerk 1 
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17 Yemetsor meskel (kebre yetesera) 2 
18 Yemtsare meskel (kebre yetesera) 1 
19 Yeij Meskel/Hand of Cross(kebre) 1 
20 Yeij Meskel/Hand of Cross/kenehas/ bronze/ 1 
21 Qachil/Bell 1 
22 Sina biret  1 
23 Tsiwa/Chalice 1 
24 Tsahl  1 
25 Tsina  1 
26 Yeambesa Lemd/Clothing /Lion’s Clothing 1 
27 Kaba / Cloak 3 
28 Lemd/Clothing  1 
27 Megonatsefea/robe 1 
30 Jantila/Umbrella  1 
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The 1977 registered Gondar city Fit Abo heritages   
No Name Amount  No Name Amount  
1 Gedile /act of/ G/ Menfes Kidus 2 5 Etse Meskel/Herb of  
Cross 
2 
2 Metsehafe Chrirstina/Book of 
liturgy 
1 6 Tsiwa 2 
3 Teamire Mariam/Miracle of 
Mary 
1  7 Yemetsar meskel 1 
4 Dirsane Aregawi/Homily of 
Aregawi 
1 8 Gedile /act of/ G 
/Menfes Kedis 
3 
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The 1977 registered Gondar city Aba jelle T/haimanot heritages  
No_ Name  Amount  No_ Name  Amount  
1 Tselot Etan/Book of 
prayer incense 
1 13 Yeweder Meskel 2 
2 Metsafe Chrirstina  1 14 Akilel/crowns kebre  1 
3 Tamire Eyesus  1 15 Mesobe werk  1 
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4 MetsafeKidassie/ 
Book of Anaphora    
1 16 Akilel/crowns 
yenehas  
1 
5 Zimare  1 17 Awid  1 
6 TeamireMariam/ 
Miracle of Mary 
1 18 Dahlia  1 
7 Gedle /act of/ T/ 
haimanot 
1 19 Yeij Meskel/Hand of 
Cross 
1 
8 Ginzet/Book of cere  1 20 Tsina  1 
9 Wengil/Gospel 1 21 Qachil/Bell  1 
10 Dugua  1 22 Tsiwa  1 
11 Gibre himamo/act of  
pain 
1 23 kuskust 1 
12 Sink sar 2 24 Yemire Meskel  1 
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The 1979 registered Gondar city Lideta Mariam heritages  
No_ Name Amount  No_ Name Amount  
1 Seil  1  Tamire Eyesus  1 
2 YebirTsinha 1 12 Ginzet/Book of cere  1 
3 Yenehas Tsinha 1 13 Arba’atu Wengile  1 
4 Bell  1 14 Metsafe Kidassie/ 
Book of liturgy 
2 
5 Teamire Mariam mekidim/ 
foreword of Miracle of Mary  
1 15 Sinksar  2  
6 Metsehafe Chirstina  1 16 Gibre himamat  1 
7 Metsfe etan  1 17 Tsiwa 2 
8 Metsafe Kidassie/Book of 
liturgy 
1 18 Bell  1 
9 Dugua  1 19 Yeij Meskel/Hand of 
Cross/Hand of Cross  
1 
10 Tsome dugua  1 20 Yemitsar Meskel  1 
11 Dirsane Mikael/Homily of 
Mikael  
1 21 
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The 1979 registered Gondar city Yehannis Weld Negudguad heritages  
No_ Name Amount  No_ Name Amount  
1 Siel Yehannis Hawaria  1 6 Tselot Etan/Book of 
prayer incense 
1 
2 Metsafe Kidassie/ 
Book of liturgy 
1 7 Yemetsar Meskel  1 
3 Gedle Hawariat  1 8 Tsiwa 1 
4 Temire Hawariat  1 9 Bell  1 
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5 Teamire Mariam/Miracle 
of Mary  
1 10 Yemetsar Meskel  1 
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The 1979 registered Gondar city Rufael heritages  
No_ Name Amount  
1 Sine Siel  1 
2 Yebrana Metsahaf  5 
3 Bell  1 
4 Tsiwa 3 
5 Yeij Meskel/Hand of Cross/Hand of Cross 
/kenchetina kenehas yetesera 
3 
6 Yemetsor Meskel/kenehas yetesera 2 
7 Akilel/crowns  2 
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The 2005 registered Gondar city Rufael Church heritages 
No_ Name  Made of Amount 
1 Tselote Etan/Book of prayer incense Kebrana  1 
2 Dirsane Rufael/Homily of Raphael Kebrana 1 
3 Metsafe Kidassie/Book of liturgy    Kebrana 1 
4 Yerufael siel Keabojide  1 
5 Bell  Kenehas  1 
6 Tsiwa Kenehas 3 
7 Yeij Meskel/Hand of Cross Keichet  2 
8 Yeij Meskel/Hand of Cross Kenehas 1 
9 Yemetsor Meskel Kenehas 2 
10  Akilel/crowns  Kenehas 2 
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The 1979 registered Gondar city Ba’ata Mariam heritages that check in 2007/2015 
No_ Name Amount  No_ Name Amount  
1 Yebirana Metsehaf  26 8 Bell  2 
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2 Sink sar  4 9 Tsiwa/Ablution/Ablutionna 
erife Meskel  
1 
3 Haimanote Abew 1 10 Tsiwa 1 
4 Dibab 3 11 Etse Meskel/Herb of 
Cross/ Herb of Cross  
1 
5 Jantila/Umbrella   3 12 Yeij Meskel/Hand of 
Cross/Hand of Cross  
3 
6 Senina Biret  4 13 Yemetsor Meskel  3 
7 Kaba  1 
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Ancient Church’s books 
No Place  Churches  Name   Types  Page  Made 
of  
Amount 
km 
1 Gondar city   Gondar city 
diocese  
Teamir
e 
Mariam
/Miracl
e of 
Mary  
Bacterial Column 
which is written 
Ge;ez & English 
language  & 
pictures written 
three language   
- Paper  14.4 
2 Gondar city   Debre Brihan 
Silassie 
Pawulo
s Asilte  
History of Paul 
written red and 
black color 
96 Birana/
Vellum  
1.5 
3 Gondar city   Debre Brihan 
Silassie 
Kibre 
negest/ 
Law of 
King  
Law of   Kings 184 Birana/
Vellum 
3.5 
4 Gondar city   Debre Brihan 
Silassie 
Gibre 
Himam
at  
Taking about 
adversity and 
torture of Jesus    
202 Birana/
Vellum 
5.5 
5 Gondar city   m/m/meehadania
lem 
Medibil  Collection of 
books, reading for 
patients   
- Birana/
Vellum 
900 gm 
6 Gondar city   Kusquam  Mahilet
e Tsige  
Internal part has 
picture  
172 Birana/
Vellum 
500gm 
7 Gondar city   Kusquam  Sinodos  Taking about 
attestation of 
apostles and Jesus, 
&feasting  
 Birana/
Vellum 
5.5 
8 Gondar city   Adebabay 
T/Haimanot  
Mekidi
m  
Taking about 
mekidim/forward 
miracle & martyr of  
Marry & daily 
- Birana/
Vellum 
700 gm 
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reading  
9 Gondar city   D/mitimak 
mariam  
Aimade 
mistir  
Written two color  Birana/
Vellum 
- 
10  Gondar city   Fit Mikael  Asitew
atso 
Akonu 
Mekidim/Forward, 
before reading  
miracle of  Marry  
 Birana/
Vellum 
1.9 
11 Gondar city   Debre Brihan 
Silassie 
Ginzet/
Book 
of Cere  
Reading at person 
died   
120 Birana/
Vellum 
2 
12 Gondar city   Kusquam Dugua 
&Tsom
e dugua  
Saint Yard Chant 
and internal part 
has picture  
312 Birana/
Vellum 
3.2 
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Ax. 3: Gondar Forty four (44) Churches  
No_ Name of church Name of constructor  Church’s administrator 
1 Azezo Tekle haimanot Atse Susenyos Tsebate 
2 Fit Abo  Atse Fasiledes Like Diakun 
3 Fit Mikael Atse Fasiledes Like Diakun 
4 Adebabay Eyesus Atse Fasiledes  Tsirag masere 
5 Gimja bet Mariam Atse Fasiledes Leke maimran 
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6 Elfign Giorgis Atse Fasiledes Leke maimran 
7 Menbere mengist Medehanialem Atse Fasiledes Leke maimran 
8 Abun bet Gebrael Atse Fasiledes Melake mihiret  
9 Fasiledes Atse  Selemon Leke demah 
10 Aba Entonios Tsadiku Yehonnis Melake mihiret  
11 Teda Egiziabhear Abe Tsadiku Yehonnis Melake mihiret  
12 Arbaitu Ensisa Abeto Armha  
13 Qeha Eyesus Local community  
14 Abera Giorgis Local community  
15  Adebabay T/haimanot Adiyam seged Eyasu   Kes Atse 
16 Debre brehan Silassie Adiyam seged Eyasu  Melake birhanat 
17 Daregenda Eustawos Adibar seged Dawit Leke gubae 
18 Atatami Mikael Adibar seged Dawit Melake genet 
19 Gondar Rufael Atse Bekafa Leke Tsehay 
 20 Defecha K/mihiret Atse Bekafa  Leke hiwot 
21 K/Yehonnis Metimik Ras welde leul Leke Tsige 
22 Gondar Lidata Mariam Atse Yostios Alaka 
23 Selestu Miet atse Tewofilos Melake selam 
24 Gondar Ba’ata Mariam M/ mengist T/haimanot  Melake haile 
25 W/negodiguad Yohannis M/ mengist T/haimanot Melake tedila 
26 Gondar Kirkos M/ mengist T/haimanot Leke Ailafe 
 27 Gondar H/T(Peteroswpouwlos) M/ mengist T/haimanot Alaka 
28 Fenter Lideta M/ mengist T/haimanot Alaka 
29  Sehor Mariam M/ mengist T/haimanot  
30 Werangeb Giorgis M/ mengist T/haimanot Alaka 
 31 Minziro T/haimanot Atse Tertse Dingle Alaka 
 32 D/Tsehay Quskuam Etege Mintewab Melake tsehay 
33 D/mitimak Mariam Fitsame mengist 
T/haimanot 
Akabe seat 
 34 Aba Samual Fitsame mengist 
T/haimanot 
Alaka 
35 Gondaroch Mariam Local community Alaka 
 36  Gondaroch Giorgis Local community Alaka 
37 Aba Jalle T/haimanot Dejach Wendesen Alaka 
 38 Abiy egizie K/mihiret Ras Gebre  
39 Bilajig Mikael Local community  
40  Aroge Lideta Local community  
41 Chachukuna Mariam Local community  
42 Gana Yehonnis Local community  
43 Ayira Mikael Local community  
44 Damot Giorgis  Local community  
Source: Melaku Ezezew, 2011 
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Ax.4:  Tourist number and generating income Gondar city 
Tourism receipts from tourists at four sites (Fasile compound, Debre Birhan Silassie church, 
Fasil Bath and Qusquam complex) of Gondar city tourist attraction (1981 – 2006 E.C) 
No E.C 
 
Types of visitors Among total Generating 
income for government 
 
 
 
Revenue 
for                 
diocese  
 
 
 
Revenue 
for local 
communit
y 
 
 
 
Total  
Reven
ue   
 Domest
ic  
tourists 
Foreig
n 
tourists 
Tota
l 
Revenue from 
domestic  
tourists 
Revenue 
from 
Foreign 
tourists 
1 198
1 
19978 589 205
67 
     
2 198
2 
14550 124 146
74 
 
    
3 198
3 
12519 22 125
41 
     
4 198
4 
20907 2013 229
38 
     
5 198
5 
9896 1872 117
69 
     
6 198
6 
9139 3528 126
67 
     
7 198
7 
7363 5037 124
00 
     
8 198
8 
4440 8828 132
68 
     
9 198
9 
12821 5934 187
55 
     
10 199
0 
13634 6354 193
88 
     
11 199
1 
8846 2574 114
20 
     
12 199
2 
11394 3081 144
75 
     
13 199
3 
14539 3143 176
82 
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14 199
4 
15665 6323 219
88 
     
15 199
5 
20595 8647 292
42 
106005 447300    
16 199
6 
27784 10443 382
27 
118670 549025    
17 199
7 
37495 13546 510
41 
149980 677300  21415170 22242
450 
18 199
8 
28732 12969 417
01 
114928 648450  18740172 19503
550 
19 199
9 
39724 19929 596
53 
158898 996450  27708204 28863
550 
20 200
0 
50273 18152 684
25 
201092 907600 100085 31426758 32635
450 
21 200
1 
60491 21324 818
15 
241964 1066200 780444 36490542 37979
150 
22 200
2 
64078 21292 853
70 
298760 1170200 542410 42752330 44763
700 
23 200
3 
74899 25596 100
495 
501641 1985650 224028 57504287 60680
971 
24 200
4 
87927 25018 112
945 
879270 2445800 800000 59475498 63600
562 
25 200
5 
124353 38169 162
522 
1082362 3816900  11135262
4 
11440
7044 
26 200
6 
120907 26611 147
518 
557200 2407350  11331147
5 
11627
6025 
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Ax. 5:  Recommendation later and Gondar city culture and tourism office report, 2007 
Photo from data survey,2007(2015) 
Ax.6: Some picture of Gondar city EOTC potential cultural and natural heritages 
  
Azezo T/haimanot Church and newly constructing of Museum (survey data, 
2007(2015)) 
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Heritages of Debre Birhan Silassie Church and Atatame Mikael Church (survey data, 
2007(2015)) 
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Diocese, Quskuam and Atatame Mikael Church museums (photo by survey data, 
2007(2015)) 
Internal and external part of Lideta Mariam Church and Alaka Gebre Hana Drum 
(photo by survey data, 2007(2015)) 
Old Ba’ata Church and Church forest (photo by secondary and survey data, 2007) 
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Status of Church forest by Reynolds et al., 2010 
Ax.7: Some City Ethiopian Orthodox Tewahido Churches pictures on risk level heritages 
Under risk level Quskuam Church external part of wall, Quskuam complex and Gimja 
Bet Mariam churches court yard (photo by survey data, 2007(2015)) 
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Under risk level Heritages of Debre Birhan Silassie Church (survey data, 2007) 
At risk level Heritages of  Welde negodiguade Yehonnis Church (survey data, 2007) 
Ax.8: Bad handling heritages in Museums 
Bad handling of Diocese and Atatame Mikael Museums books (survey data, 2007) 
 
 
